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“TI-[him )ear 1998 will forever be considered

“the year in brick" at North Carolina State University.
This year. the university developed a new graphic iden-
tity to symbolize the bricks that are abundant on this
campus. This graphic identity is used to describe a

consistent approach to the design of communication
that the university uses in transmitting its primary mes—
sages. It ensures that the university is easily identifi-
able and memorable in its correspondence.

The previous identity used on university corre-
spondence. such as the block “S“ and the diamond logo
are considered symbols of school spirit and are no
longer to be used on official university publications.
The bell tower seal. previously the main symbol on let-
terheads. will still be used on diplomas. fundraising
pledges. and trustee reports. but will not be permitted
on university letterhead or business cards.

The new “brick looking" graphic image was
unveiled after 18 months of study and discussion. NC
State officials began thinking about the university’s
graphic after a consultant. Fred Volkmann. Vice
Chancellor for public affairs at Washington University
in St. Louis. said there was too much variation in its
publications.

His report was followed by focus groups that
included prospective students. employers. and alumni.
There also was a survey of 300 administrative and aca-
demic units on campus and an audit of 850 examples of
campus publications.

The outside studies showed that it is important
to identify the university first and the title of the pro—
gram and a particular college affiliation second and
third.

On campus. people said they preferred a for-
ward-looking graphic image rather than a traditional
one. So. a steering committee took the opinions into
consideration and came up with the recommended
guidelines.

BRICKS,

“All communications from the university —-
regardless of their origin in academic or administrative
units -- benefit from primary identification with the
parent institution." according to Meredith Davis, a pro—
fessor of graphic design who led the team of students.
faculty. and administrators that undertook the project.

The graphic identity project was funded by the
Chancellor’s Office and carried out by a faculty, staff.
and student team. About $35,000 was budgeted for the
project to fund faculty participation, purchase equip—
ment that is still in use in the School of Design, and to
finance student participation in the project. Similar
graphic identity projects at other universities have cost
many times this amount.

The design work was conducted by Davis. who
is an accomplished graphic designer. Davis worked
with other faculty and students at the School of Design
to analyze more than 850 pieces of printed and elec-
tronic communication before beginning the design
work.

Focus groups of alumni. guidance counselors.
parents of college-age students. potential students, and
employers of NC State graduates were used to assess
what kind of visual identifier would best suit the uni-
versity. Discussions were also held with many campus
groups and with the university’s Public Affairs
Advisory Council. composed of industry, business. and
government and communication leaders.

The council. as well as the Board of Trustees.
the Board of Governors. and the university’s
Administrative Council have endorsed the project.

Story by The Bulletin

Photo by David Thompson
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With a final draft of NC State‘s Diversity

Initiative now approved. the university is continuing its
exploration of how to best increase campus—wide appre-
ciation of diversity.

According to Hank Fiumara. director of univer-
sity improvement programs. the focus now turns to
how to beast achieve the four goals named in the initia-
tive. These goals include increasing the presence and
contributions of diverse groups, creating a working and
learning environment where differences are welcomed
and valued, incorporating diversity in a significant way
into teaching. learning. and research. and making
NCSU’s commitment to diversity evident in all its
operations.

Fiumara said efforts are focused mainly on
NCSU’s climate and curriculum right now.

In the area of climate. officials are exploring
how to best increase appreciation of diversity.
Currently officials are looking for an assessment instru-
ment, such as a poll or survey, to ascertain the current
understanding and appreciation for diversity on
NCSU’s campus.

Changes in curriculum are being explored as
well.

“We are looking at how, in the instructional cur-
riculum. we can introduce a means to enhance success
and opportunity in both what is taught and how it gets
taught.” Fiumara said.

The officials‘ interest lies in interactions that are
taking place between faculty members and students.
and between faculty members and other faculty mem-
bers.

Fiumara said increasing diversity awareness will
be achieved through more than simply adding courses.
like cultural or gender studies. to the curriculum.
Awareness will also have to increase through “enhanc-
ing the ability to communicate. to transfer knowledge
in a manner that would allow all students to better
receive it."

College is a learning experience. Fiumara point-
ed out. Through a mix of both classroom education
and life experience. Fiumara hopes appreciation of
diversity will increase at NCSU.

“You may have some students that come in here
that will have some set patterns of behavior, but I guar-
antee that they are not the same person when they leave
that they were four or five years earlier,“ said Fiumara.

While Fiumara stressed the positive impact the
diversity initiative would have on life at NCSU.
Marcela Musgrave, president of the NCSU Latin
American Students Association, seemed less sure.

“These are lofty ideals, but I don’t know if any-
thing is going to come out of it," Musgrave said.

Musgrave initially got involved because she felt
the ‘diversity planning’ was focusing too much on
black—white relations. She wanted to make sure more
came of it. Musgrave also said she did not feel it was
ever clear where comments and concerns about the
diversity initiative should be addressed when Fiumara
and other officials asked for input back in October.
1997.

Jacqueline Hills, president of the NCSU Asian
Students Association, feels a diversity initiative is nec—
essary and appropriate at a public university like
NCSU.

Hills believes the four goals seem fitting. She
related the diversity initiative to the NCSU Asian
Students Association.

“We welcome diversity because we know that
we are all different.” Hills said.

Hills also thinks an increase in appreciation for
diversity in the classroom is going to help students to
better understand and relate to teachers and classes.

Fiumara continues to emphasize the importance
of members of the NCSU community becoming
involved at an individual level.

“I would hope that people would take an active
role individually because there are things students can
do individually to break down barriers and increase
appreciation." Fiumara said.

Involvement is a matter of how active a students
wants to be in his or her own growth. Fiumara said
activities from volunteering for Habitat for Humanity to
participating in the classroom can have aspects that will
help increase awareness of diversity.

Story by Leo Delicio

Photo by Jamie Stevens
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1\T( State has big plans for its College of

Engineering.

The opening of the brand new Engineering

Graduate Research Center (EGRC) on Centennial

Campus will provide the College of Engineering with

better facilities to work in. as well as hands—on research

opportunities for students.

This new addition on Centennial Campus is

dedicated to graduate education and research. There

are four departments within the complex: electrical.

computer science. civil. and materials engineering.

Students and faculty will now be able to do much-need-

ed research there.

The center will expand opportunities for the

industry of engineering. said John Gilligan. the associ—

ate dean of graduate education and research,

The goal of NCSU is to move the entire College

of Engineering to Centennial Campus in the next 15 to

20 years. which will allow easier access to state-of—the-

art technology for the advancement of engineering.
Gilligan said.

"It's a new philosophy." he added. "We want to

integrate new research areas with graduate education

and industry."

However. Gilligan said the project is still far

from complete.

"We need about three or four more buildings the

size of this one to complete the movement of the

department to Centennial Campus. With adequate

funding and good transportation. this dream can
become a reality. We believe that. out there. the engi-

neering department can expand as far as is necessary to

satisfy the demand of engineers in this country."

The complex houses a total of 20 research cen—
ters. Within these center's large concrete beams. sen—

sors for better diagnosis and treatment of disease, high-

speed microscopic switches and other important and

technologically challenging devices are built.

All equipment will be built by students and pro—

fessors in the EGRC and will have an immense effect

on the people of the state of North Carolina, as well as

the rest of the world. The center will not only aid in

the advancement of computer science, but it will also

aid in benefiting the lives of all humanity.

However. Gilligan is quick to point out that this

is not the most important purpose of the facility.

“The faculty and students out there are the main

focus of this building."

Construction on the EGRC began in 1994 and

the first tenants were ready to move in by the end of

the school year of 1996.

Dr. Nino A. Masnari, dean of the College of

Engineering. presided over the dedication ceremony on

October 24, 1997.

The first state-funded engineering building at

NC State in 30 years, the EGRC comprises a main lab-

oratory building and the Constructed Facilities

Laboratory.

Story by Lynn Allen

Photo by Jamie Stevens
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‘ bove: Member of Delta Sig enjoys

lawn party.

$18,400 was

raised at

Lawn Party

this year,

100% of

which goes

to Charities

within the

Raleigh

area.

Left: Friends

play a game

of Hackey-

Sack on the

grass at

Trinity Farms.

Right: After a

long day of

fun. friends

relax on the

grass.



Lawn Party 1997/

Launifkuty an annualevent afiraefis

Inorethan_9lKX)aUendees\yh0(xnne

fortheinusfigthfink.ffiends.and11ur

IJnderneafllallthaL nunugiearned

from the Lawn Party helps out those

in need.

On Saturday. September 27th 1997. 115 pledges

and brothers of Delta Sigma Phi pulled together to host the 1

34th annual Lawn Party. Held at Trinity Farms across from

the State Fairgrounds for the 5th year. the popularity of Lawn

Party attracted over 9.000 attendees. who come for the music:

drink. friends. and fun. 1

The performers at this year’s party included i

Leftover Salmon. Drivin‘ N" Cryin’. and Sister Hazel. who all

had their own tour busses. The members of Sister Hazel had

a concert in Tennessee on the night of Lawn Party. so the

brothers of Delta Sig had a plane chartered for them to make ‘

it on time.

Lawn Party was promoted by Satellite Promotions

this year. Tickets were $12 and t—shirts were $10.

Approximately 3318.400 was raised by Lawn Party this year.

100% of which goes to charities within the Raleigh area. Of >

this money $7.000 went to

the Frankie Lemmon School

Delta Sig also donated

money to Wheelchair

Athletes. as recently. an

alumnus was in an accident 1

and stricken to a wheelchair. ‘

James

Thanks In Jimmr Hansen of"

Delta Sigma PM, for his /I(‘//) (212

this story.

Student 1.11.; 27171?



Lawn party is known for its

music, dancing. and mostly

as being a time when stu-

dents can let loose and be

themselves.

Below: Two party goers gear

up for the famous beer fun-

nel.

Below right: Dancing to the

beat of Sister Hazel.

Right: One party goer is all

partied out.

Far right: Relaxing on the

Lawn.
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The 130th NC Suite Fair excited people from all walks

of life. and NC. State played a role in the year’s events by

entering plenty of exhibits for fairgoers to enjoy.

More than 22.000 exhibits were presented at the fair.

including livestock shows. crops. fruits and vegetables.

forestry and 4-H and Future Farmers of America club projects.

There were also exhibits on honeybees.

flowers. fine arts, and photogra-

phy. Craft exhibits and nightly

fireworks were also presented.

The NCSU Agronomy

Club had exhibits illustrat-

ing the value of land use

and crop management at

the NC. State Fair. The

booths focused on soy—

beans, corn. forages,

peanuts, tobacco. cot—

ton. turf. small grain,

land use. and waste

management.

NCSU’s Cooperative

Extension Service also

had an exhibit at the

fair. along with NC. A

& T State University.

While at the fair,

people could enjoy a

visit to the NCSU Dairy

Bar. The Food Science

Club sells ice cream every

year made in the dairy plant

in Schaub Hall. The proceeds

from sales went to support the

club‘s activities.

Along with the many booths and exhi—

liil'hv 4?: fair also had the traditional cotton candy. games.

' H attracted the young at heart from all over North

. en rainy days could hold back the fairgoers

11 his annual event.

t



Cotton candy.

laughter. rides.

agriculture, arts.

funnel cakes.

singing. the ferris

wheel. screaming.

big teddy bears.

haunted houses.

photography

exhibits.

fireworks... all at

the North Carolina

State Fair!

Harvey

Harvey
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More than

22,000

exhibits were

presented at

the annual

State Fair

this year.

Fairgoers got

a peek into

life at NCSU

as the

Agronomy

Club,

Cooperative

Extension

Service, and

the Food

Science Club

presented

exhibits at

the fair.

Traditional

rides, games,

and food

also a

" the
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Thompson Theater

Curtains come up, lights are on and attention is directed

to center stage as students ofN. C. State get to show ofi‘

their theatrical ability at Thompson Theater.

What does Reynolds Coliseum

have to do with Thompson Theater?

Before Reynolds Coliseum was

built in 1957, the gym was

Thompson Gym, known today as

Thompson Theater. With the build-

ing of the coliseum came the birth

of Thompson Theater and its first

play, “Antigone,” performed in

1964.

Although remnants of a gym still

, exist, Thompson Theater is today a student-volunteer run organization, where

four major plays are produced every year. Volunteers also bring life to the

famous Madrigal Dinner every year with assistance from the Price Music Center.

For those interested in theater, but not wanting to take center stage,

hompson Theater also offers students the opportunity to get involved with

make—up, lighting, sound, stage design, costume design, and other technical

aspects that go into creating a production. Auditions for shows are open to all

current NC. State students.

Amy Cox, a junior in communications and an avid theatrical participant,

thinks that Thompson Theater is a great place to have the opportunity to learn

about all aspects of working on the stage, even if that is not what you want to do

with the rest of your life.

“I enjoy being a part of some of the things that go on here at Thompson

Theater. and the people you interact with here are truly wonderful and talented

people,” Ms. Cox said.

Besides Thompson Theater being solely a home to those in the performing

arts, the basement of Thompson Theater is also home to the Crafts Center of NC.

State. Here, students, as well as members of the public, can take classes learning

how to to do many craft related things, including make pottery, paint, or learn

how to take great pictures. All of these things can be done for a very small fee.

In all. Thompson Theater offers a wide range of activities for those who are

interested in the arts. If performing is not for you, take on an activity at the Craft

enter. But if you like to be under the spotlight,curtains come up, lights are on

A "-._and attention is directed to center stage, as students from N.C. State get to show

off their theatrical ability at Thompson Theater.
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Members of Cut on :1 Hot Tin Roof
get emotional.

Slewnx
Members
of the east
of The Fro‘cy

Princess
perform.
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tewart Theater

Stewart Theater, located in Talley Student Center, is the spot

‘or a showcase of musical talents at NC. State. Each year, per-

formers put on a

wide variety of dif-

ferent shows for all

varieties of music

' lovers to enjoy.

Performers

‘ this year included a

jazz band and

orchestra as well as

some off campus

bands brought in by

various organiza—

Tickets to events at Stewart Theater can be bought at

icket Central in the Talley Student Center. Students have the

dvantage of reduced ticket prices for some of the events.

Many consider the presence of Stewart Theater to be a great

advantage to exploring musical interests due to the variety of per-

omtances that take place. Many of NC. State’s musical groups,

such as those involved in Women With Voices and A Cappology

perform in Stewart Theater.

The presence of a musical theater on campus offers students

'nterested in music a chance to experience concerts without paying

he prices of those places off campus, such as at the Symphony or

he Opera. It also allows students within our community to show

off their musical abilities.

Other events have occurred in Stewart Theater as well. The

ell known “Carnivalito” took place in Stewart Theater this year.

It was a Latin style festival with a live band and area for those to

xperience latino—style dancing. It gave students a chance to be a

art of cultural exchange as Latin natives taught the inexperienced

lancer a few moves. Many who came for the music and atmos-

: ». Iohere sat back and enjoyed the show.

All things considered. Stewart Theater is just one of the

any facets of NC. State that allows those within our community

‘ i o explore areas of that arts that might otherwise go left

' 'vtouched.

71"]!

ions.



Left and Below Right: Jazz band performs at

Stewart Theater

Above and Below Left: Wind Ensemble per-

forms at Stewart Theater.
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Light: The nhxtucle run “as

,Lm une of the mam} ewnts In

cnjo) at [his years Buxh.

Stu em

Right: One

attendee makes
huts out of ball—
loons.
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Ultimate All

Night Bash

On Friday, March 27, 1998, the Union

Activities Board held its annual Ultimate

AllNight Bash in the Talley Student Center.

The event. with the theme of “Clowning

Around All Night,” was held from 8pm -

2am. The event, which is the largest the

UAB hosts, was a huge success.

Attendees paid a $1 entrance fee, or

brought 2 canned food items, and got to

enjoy all activities inside for free. These

activities included large carnival games of

sumo wrestling, jousting and bungee run, a

social dance workshop, fortune tellers, palm

reading. clowns, caricatures and instant tat-

toos. A D] was also spinning out music to

create a “club” type atmosphere.

Free food and drinks also came along

with admission. For those who prefer a

relaxed atmosphere, there was a coffeehouse

in the basement with a jazz band and several

a cappella groups performing.

This year's’ bash was organized primar-

ily by Akira Morita, UAB‘s vice president.

Alpha Phi Omega, a service fraternity, and

Circle K had volunteers help out with the

1 event

As the AllNight Bash is an annual

event, most of the money to support costs

come from student fees. The entrance fee

also went to help defraying some of the cost.

Canned foods donated went to various chari—

ties.



Centennial

Campus

The future is taking shape on the NC State Centennial

Campus surrounding Lake Raleigh, adjacent to the current

NC Sate campus. The Centennial Campus will include 12

academic clusters, a new concept that incorporates an edu-

cational center with corporate, service, recreation and resi-

dential centers nearby. A championship-caliber golf course

is planned, and three cross-country trails were opened

recently.

In only 10 years since its inception, NC State’s

Centennial Campus is rapidly emerging as a mixed-use aca-

demic village for corporate, government and university part-

nerships in research and development. Faculty and stu-

dents on the 1000-acre campus already have attracted more

than $100 million in funding for collaborative research pro-

jects.

Architecturally, the campus will be a carefully planned

mix of university and private facilities. Already, NC State’s

world-famous College of Textiles has moved into its new

facility on Centennial Campus, becoming the first education-

al hub in the initial academic cluster.

Centennial Campus gives NC State limitless opportuni-

ties to expand and broaden its worldwide appeal.

The National Weather Service and Bayer are among

the many companies and services that have offices in the

beautifully built buildings on Centennial Campus. Beyond

the classroom, students can enjoy a snack at the Shuttle Inn

or Century Shop, a stroll across the grassy greens of the

courtyard, or a stop at the Textiles library on Centennial

Campus.

The Wolfline, NC State’s transportation system, runs

frequent stops between main campus, fraternity court, and

park and rides over to Centennial Campus.

For those looking for a peaceful, scenic college campus

:iti-nosphere, Centennial Campus is the place to be.



Above: EGRC Building

Left: Research Building on
Centennial Campus
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A student
takes time to

enjoy the
weather and
study outside.

The court-

yard,

located in

front of

the

Student

Center,

adds to

the beau-

ty of

Centennia

| Campus.

Slmcnx t
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Stevens

The bridge on Centennial

Campus goes over the
courtyard and leads to the

Student Center. On a

sunny day, students and
professors like to relax and
talk on the bridge.

Student Ltlc i
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D. H. Hill Library

The main library

of NC State is DH.

Hill library. Built in

1952, with two book

stacks towers added on

in 1971 and 1989,

DH. Hill offers stu—

dents, faculty, and the

public over 2.6 million

volumes of books,

Riggsbee journals, and other

publications. There are over 4.6 mil-

lion microforms available in DH. Hill library.

DH. Hill offers many services to the students beside just a place

0 study. A computer lab on the second floor allows students to do

ork in a quiet environment. There is also a research computer lab on

he first floor, where students can search various databases to find schol-

rly journal articles. At these computers, students can also hook up to

he libraries in other area universities to see what research materials

hey may have that will be of use.

There is also a video room, where students can view videos as a

lass. and often times by themselves so that they can control the set-

ings. Many students enjoy the small rooms they can work in with

Groups. The library provides an easy meeting place, and a place with-

out too many distractions to keep students working seriously.

Upon entering the library, one can notice the long tables that

stretch from wall to wall. This is perhaps the most popular place in the

ibrary, for the reason that students can whisper quietly with friends and

ork partners to get projects and homework assignments turned in on

ime.

The couches on the ground and first floors are also popular places

0 find students, especially during exam times. It is almost inevitable

hat you will see many students taking naps on these couches. There

'll‘C probably even some who sleep there all night, just to be sure they

lon‘t miss the deadline the next morning.

For those who want complete seclusion, DH. Hill offers this as

well. With 9 floors. and study cubicles in all comers, it is easy to find

'wfithe perfect niche to meet your studying needs.



A popular place {or students to study in
groups has become the first floor of the
library. where the tables are spaciuus
enough to work.

Two students take advantage of the
quiet in DH. Hill to study.

Studenl ,l, L; _ 5‘



towns

AbovezThe familiar scene of students waiting for

the Wolfline to arrive.

Right: The Wolfline makes its way down

Hillsborough Street.

Below: A student boards the Wolfline, headed for

campus.

Stevens

The Wolfline is the link

for somefrom school to

home, and helps to alle-

viate some of the parking

problems that plague our

university.

' \VOLFLINE

I"
Stevens

Sh Student I Ii“?



The Wolfline is the

North Carolina State University transportation system, which provides

many students and faculty alike, a means of maneuvering throughout the

NC State community. With the new logo appearing on campus, the

Wolfline also got a new face this year with the new university logo painted

on the sides of all buses.

The Wolfline runs six different routes: from Avent Ferry, Centennial

Campus, Fraternity Court, the Veterinary School, Kmart, a night service

and park and rides. Many students rely on the Wolfline to get to and from

school, especially those who live in apartment complexes close to campus.

Parking permits are scarce and costly. The Wolfline is the answer to find—

ing transportation for these students. Any student who possesses a valid

NC State identification card is permitted to ride the Wolfline, free of

charge.

Wolfline buses operate Monday thru Thursday between 7am and

1 1:20 pm and on Friday from 7am until 8:20 pm. Last year, a newly

added Campus shuttle added service throughout the campus from Monday

to Friday, 7:30 am to 5:30 pm.

Although the service the Wolfline provides is essential to some, there ’

are gripes within the system. A printed schedule of Wolfline arrivals and

departures from its scheduled stops can be found at Student Information.

Many complain that the buses do not adhere to their schedules very well

and either pass by earlier than expected or leave students waiting extra

time. Many also complain of the unannounced breaks that many drivers

take with a load full of passengers on the bus.

However, all things considered, without the Wofline and its faithful

drivers, many would end up “footing it” to the places they need to go. A

walk over to Centennial Campus from Main Campus would take 15 min-

utes, while the Wolfline can get you there in 5, albeit maybe not on time.

For those students who reside off campus and don’t have cars or parking

permits, the ways of the Wolfline are a necessity, even if the bus arrives a

little late.



Members
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Track

and

Field

Stevens



Stevens

Stevens
The tukeof‘ ‘or the long
jump.
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all Graduation 1997

Taking center stage at your own graduation is not something anyone

i wouldforesee. However: for Tammy Hayes, that is exactly what hap-

' pened. She spoke at N. C. State '5 fall graduation on December 12, as

well as received her own diploma.

From the time she was able to read. Hayes has been groomed for this

moment. With coaching and support from her parents, Hayes is no stranger to

large crowds.

When Hayes was a child. her mother would insist that over summer vacation

she write a poem, as well as practice the piano every day.

"I enjoyed writing and playing the piano from a very young age. For every

misspelled word in one of my poems, my mother made me write it 10 times so I

would never forget," Hayes said.

Once she entered Apex High School, Hayes’ talents for writing really began

to soar. She obtained a job at the Apex Herald as a Sports Editor her senior year,

and won many press awards while employed there. In 1995, she won first place

Sports Column, second place Sports Reporting, and third place Sports Feature.

Upon graduating from high school, Hayes decided to attend NC. State and

major in English - Language, Writing, Editing - with a minor in music. She -

eceived the Ausley Scholarship for $1000, and a music scholarship for $4000 from

he N.C. Women’s Club.

Throughout her years here, Hayes accomplished many things. One of her

poems. entitled “Kohler &Campbell, Upright Piano,” was published in Windhover

agazine. She has also given many concerts playing the piano on campus as well as

off. “The music department has really helped me in my development as an artist.

hey should definitely not go unnoticed," Hayes said.

Hayes got a job as a freelance writer at the Cary News and did her internship at

the North Carolina Museum of Art. She helped write press releases and edit the web

page. This has turned into a full-time job. She worked there for four months after

graduation. Hayes also plans to tour Europe for a month before beginning graduate

school. The school she will be attending is currently unknown, but she hopes that it

will be UNC—Wilmington. “I love the beach,” she said.

Hayes plans to get her Master of Fine Arts in creative writing and become a pro-

essional writer while working for a newspaper to support herself.

“When I got the call that I had received the honor to speak at graduation. I

immediately began jumping up and down. I was very excited,” Hayes said.

She received the call from Martha Welch, the University Registrar, after she

gave her speech before a group consisting of students and faculty. She was among 10

other seniors who tried out. all of whom had to obtain two letters of recommendation

to be considered.

“1 was very shocked that I won. Everyone else looked so together, and I felt

rather inadequate,“ Hayes said. Apparently she was not. Hayes’ speech lasts five

minutes. and is considered to be a motivational speech encouraging graduates that “it

’s time to take action.“

" As graduation day approaches, many students are excited, nervous and scared.

owever. Tammy Hayes is felling confident and ready to take on the world.

by Lynn Allen



Above: Students proceed mto Reynolds

Coliseum during Fall Graduation 1997.

ight: Graduates celebrate the day they hare
worked hard tmrards.

Below: Graduates from the Class of 1997.
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.s Raised for Missing Peer

The story of Kristen Modafferi, an NC. State sopho-

more, and her mysterious disappearance last June has

touched the NCSU students who knew her best, as well as

those who never even saw her. During the weekend of Jan

9-11, with the help of Park Scholars, volunteers from the

School of Design and Modaferri’s sister, Allison, the rest of

the nation had a chance to hear the story.

On Jan 9, volunteers handed out flyers and yellow

ribbons in the Brickyard. Students were asked to wear

them in support of Kristen’s family in hope of Kristen’s

safe return home. The volunteers also handed out the

ribbons before the nationally televised men’s basketball

game on Jan10. “Our main goal, our main purpose, is

to get national attention on ESPN. Maybe someone will

recognize [Kristen’s picture] or will have seen her. All it

takes is one person. We also want more students to

jump on the bandwagon, to ask questions,” said Terrell

Russel, a Park Scholar.

The January campaign to expose Kristen’s story was

part of a long series of efforts by the Modafferi family

and the community since her disappearance. Kristen

Modafferi arrived in San Francisco on June 1, 1997,

hoping to enjoy living on her own and supporting herself.

She made arrangements to attend a photography course

at Berkeley and a dance class at the area YMCA. She was

discovered missing on June 24, never making it to her first

class at Berkeley.

No one has seen or heard from her since.

The Modafferi family has continued its efforts to get

Kristen’s picture on as many of the San Francisco media as

possible. “Over Christmas break, my entire family went

back to California, and we had a lot of contact with the local

papers and radio,” said Allison Modafferi, a senior at

NCSU. “We also visited the missing children’s organiza-

tions that are helping us tell Kristen’s story. We get new

leads every day and the detectives check them all. So far,

nothing has panned out, but still, we check them all.”

During the fall semester, the Park Scholars began

thinking of an event to raise the level of knowledge of

[31? Kristen’s disappearance. Before the Christmas holiday, the

scholars met and planned the ribbon distribution in the

WC“ Brickyard. Chancellor Monteith and head basketball coach

Herb Sendek and his staff agreed to wear the yellow rib-

:IWWWHEN , bons at the Jan 10 basketball game. Organizers feel this

" g _‘ made more of a reason for broadcasters from ESPN to take

note and give publicity to the search for Kristen.

“What we are trying to do is get Kristen’s picture out

there. We believe, no we know that one person has to

know something. That’s all we need,” said Allison.
Stevens ‘
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Above: Moda’rferi family holds onto the

hope of finding their missing daughter,

Kristen.

LeftzAllison Modafferi speaks during half-

time of the State vs Maryland game of her

sister’s disappearance.

Beloszellow Ribbons are passed out in

the Brickyard.
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Right: Chancellor Larry Mnnteilh

stands at the podium during a cere—

mony on Centennial Campm

September 17th as he announces his

plans for retirement as Chancellor

of NC. State.
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Telling a crowd of about 30 people

gathered at Centennial Campus Sept 17 that

the time to move on has arrived, N.C. Sate

Chancellor Larry Monteith announced his

retirement, effective as soon as his replace-

ment is found.

“Through the efforts of so, man, we

have achieved great accomplishments, and

many more remain ahead,” he told those

gathered in the Centennial Campus

Brickyard. “But we are today at a smooth

stretch of the road in our rise to

the peak of opportunity, and the

best time to change drivers is

when you have reached a

smooth stretch in the road. I

am today announcing my

retirement, to take effect when

the search process is complete

and President Broad has

named my successor.”

Monteith cited three rea-

sons as to why he has chosen

to retire. He said he wants to

retire by the time he reaches

65 next August. Furthermore,

there will be no turnover on the

Board of Trustees until 1999,

4‘-

and Monteith said seasoned 3’:

board members can work 5‘

together better to find candi-

dates to replace him. Also, he

said he would be unable to find

the leadership needed to meet

the milestones that lie ahead for the next

decade.

“Now, I would enjoy providing the lead-

ership to reach the milestones ahead.

They’d be attractive to anyone,” he said.

“But reaching them, and the ones beyond

them, requires a chancellor who can make a

longer commitment than my age allows.”

The Board of Trustees formed a 12-

member search committee to recommend

candidates for the chancellor position to UNC

System President Molly Broad. The commit-

tee will screen and identify people for the

position. Then its recommendation will be

taken to the UNC System for approval.
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Right: Class of 1998 plaque labels the Senior Gift of

“Greenspace” left to NCSU.

Below: Students listen as their professor lectures in

Greenspace.

Above: Students have Class at the Class of 1998

Greenspace.
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Senior Class

Creates Greenspace

This year, the graduating Class of 1998 will

team up with NC. State Facilities and Operations to

create “Greenspace," a relaxation area to be located

outside of DH. Hill Library.

The project, chosen by the Senior Class Council,

will be located between the new and old entrances on

the Brickyard side of the library. Due to the location,

southern exposure will give students a warm, sunny

area to converse with friends or to just relax between

classes. The patio, in addition to containing flowers

and shrubs, will also include an engraved plaque to

remind future students of the goodwill of the Class of

1998.

NCSU, through the Department of Facilities and

Operations, proved its generosity by agreeing to match

the amount raised by the Senior Class Council. The

project is estimated to cost about $12,000 and should

be completed by the end of the spring semester.

Jamie Davis, assistant director of planning and

research for NCSU libraries said, “This project is great

because it will benefit students across all disciplines.

The library is always thrilled to have the support of

our students — this is the fifth senior class gift that

we’ve been awarded. From the Class of 1989 Reading

Room to this Class of 1998 Greenspace, it’s obvious

that with their help, we’re improving our campus

resources for the benefit of all students.“

Josh Hawn, senior class president. added that

“the Senior Class Council wanted to choose a project

that would leave a permanent impression on the uni-

versity. We wanted to be sure that in 60 years, future

NCSU students would be able to enjoy the product of

the commitment of the Class of 1998. And since we

felt that campus aesthetics were an obvious weakness

to the university, the Class of 1998 Greenspace should

being to remedy this shortcoming."

The Senior Class Council held an event to rec—

ognize and publicize the project on January 22 at the

future site of Greenspace.

by Kris Larson
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Alexander International

Residence Hall is home

to students from more

than 35 different coun-

tries. These students

take advantage of the

cultural and social

ideas they can exchange

while studying at NC

State.



' Crossing

_ _ Boundaries

Alexander International Theme

Hall, NC. State’s International

Residence Hall, was established in

1975. Each room of this residence

hall houses one American student,

and one international student.

Alexander is home to students

from over 35 countries besides the

3 U.S., including England, Ireland,

I Germany, France, India, Brazil,

4 and Ghana.

The students of Alexander take

' pride in the opportunity to

1 exchange cultural and social ideas

through programming. Residents

participate in, and host, interna—

tional dinners, dances and coffee

hours. This past year, the staff and

hall council members of Alexander

presented nearly 100 programs for

its residents. These programs

led a trip to see the artist formerly known as Prince in concert, a trip to Myrtle

l, Halloween Pumpkin carving, and a camping trip. Alexander ends the year

in annual picnic for it’s residents.

i/Iany residents of Alexander also take part in aspects of campus life as well.

blping hand these students make can be seen in tutoring workshops, as members

iious committees for organizations on campus, and in many of the on—campus

hyment areas.

The students of Alexander form friendships that will surely last a lifetime.

gagh the programming, students exchange ideas, build bonds, and make lasting

ships that leave the walls of Alexander and extend across many oceans.

,7:
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Let it Snow...

Students who were in town over the holiday weekend that

commemorates Martin Luther King JR. took joy not only in the

vacation time away from the classroom, but they awoke only to be

greeted by snow. This time, unlike last year, it stayed around long

enough to be enjoyed.

For the first time since the 1995-96 school year, N.C. State’s

campus was blanketed with a

5 sheet of white flurries. It was

time to dust off the snow sleds,

r: hats, gloves and boots and head

‘ outside for fun. Numerous on—

' campus residents could be seen

' outside building snowmen, hav-

ing snow ball fights, and making

snow angels.

_ j j ._ Becca Causey, a sophomore

fg-g‘, . ‘j: "I .3 and resident of Alexander

‘- ' . 3 Residence Hall, enjoyed the day

outside with friends. “It was the

first time since I’ve been at State that I got to enjoy snow. We had

a great time building snowmen and having snow ball fights,” she

said.

Weather forecasters predicted the Raleigh area would be hit

hard by the snowfall. Local residents quickly took action by stock-

ing up on necessary food items, salting driveways, and putting

snow chains on car tires. Many area grocery stores ran low on

milk and bread items during this time period.

However, luckily the snow was light and did not cause too

many problems. For the most part, roads were easily accessible.

When students returned from their weekend away, most of the

snow had melted. But, at least it stayed around long enough to be

enjoyed.



Above: Katie Robinson and
Jill Brown. residents of
Alexander Residence Hall. try
to avoid destruction of their
snowman by others.

Left: Harrelson Hall covered
in snow.
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olly Broad Inaugurated l

as President

Pomp and ceremony accompanied the 16 University of North Carolina

puses Wednesday night in inaugurating the 15th president of the UNC sys-

, Molly Corbett Broad. The ceremony, which was held in Reynolds

seum, formally installed the first woman ever to head the UNC system.

Bedecked in full academic garb, a procession of

Chancellors, faculty and others led Broad to her inaugural

stage, where she professed “With hope, humility and

high expectations, I embrace the privilege to serve as the

15th president of the University of North Carolina.”

Broad proposed a rousing agenda for her presidency,i

promising North Carolinians “educational access and

opportunity to all segments of our population,” affordable I

higher education and a strong partnership with the public f

schools. !

Invoking the memory of the founders of North 3

l

I

1?

Cathy '1

Wilfong -

1
i
i
l
l

i
I
I

1
l

i

l

Carolina’s first public university and her more immediate

predecessors, William Friday and CD. Spangler Jr., who

joined Broad onstage, the new president announced that '

their work was “far from done.”

“How do we translate strength and foresight embod- f

ied in our history into the capacity to meet the challenges

of the future?” Broad asked.

Broad stated that, in order to meet the “three—part mission of the quintes—

ial American university — teaching, research and service,” several issues 2

t be confronted. Noting that N.C.’s college attendance trails the national

age, President Broad challenged the audience to raise the college-going rate.

rder to do this, she said, issues of cost, financial aid and inclusiveness must

ddressed.

“Today, the imperative to extend affordable higher education to all the

’s people who can benefit from it has never been greater.” Broad said.

Broad also focused a great deal of her remarks on the need for better pre-

d and more teachers.

“A second imperative for UNC is that we redouble our commitment to the

‘ic schools,” she said.

Broad’s commitment to education is obvious from her career history. A

Beta Kappa graduate of Syracuse University, Broad became a part of its

5 .‘ in l971. She later joined the California State University system and was

= "on promoted to the executive vice chancellor of the nation’s largest senior

’ "‘m of higher education.

i



Above:

Right: Molly Broad speaks during her inauguration ceremony at

NC State.
Below: The great seal of the University of North Carolina schools.
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Even though NC State students come from all over

North Carolina, the United States and the world. they are all

linked together by a common thread - their love for the

Wolfpack. It is this undying pride that they take in their

school that has helped develop a number of traditions when it

comes to enjoying the Wolfpack’s success on the playing

field.

Whether taking in a game at

’7 Carter-Finley or Reynolds

Coliseum, one of the first things a

fan sees is a packed house bathed in

4 7 ' '7 red and white. However. these

weren’t always the university’s col-

ors. These colors were adopted in

1895, replacing the old standards of

pink and blue.

One of the finest traditions at NC

State is the Wolfpack National

Championship cheerleading team.

The Pack cheerleaders last won the

4 ' national title in 1991. giving NC

State three championships. “Yell

leaders” first appeared on the NC

State sidelines around the turn of

the century. but their

cheers were a far cry from

~ 7, the vaults and pyramids

the men and women in red

and white now perform.

Another more recent innovation is the appear-

ance of "Mr. and Mrs. Wuf’ at all the team’s

games. The mascots are often seen cheering on

NC State. greeting the Wolfpack’s younger fans.

harassing mascots for opposing schools and being

“surfed” through the stands.

Prior to the emergence of Mr. Wuf in the

1970‘s. the cheerleaders used live wolves or almost

anything else they could find. For one year. 1947.

students operated a “robot" wolf at football games.



[evensAbove: Fans decked out to cheer on the
beloved Pack,
Right: Two young fans enjoy a game 211

Reynolds.
Below: Tailgating before football games is a
favorite tradition of Wolfpack fans young and

old.
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One camper catches up on some class

reading while waiting to get tickets to an

NC. State game.

62 Features



Camping Out

Dedicated Wolfpack fans stand long days and nights of

winter’s bitter cold camped out along West Dunn Avenue,

waiting for the ticket booth to open to receive tickets to pop-

ular State basketball games. During basketball season, the

campers set up home base across the street from Reynolds

Coliseum, often stretching down the street. These supporters

of the Red and White are determined to get tickets, and good

seats, to basketball games. Most important are the games

against local rivals, Duke and Carolina.

Campers pass the time away throw-

ing frisbees and footballs, playing cards

and Gameboy, and some even take the

time to do schoolwork. Seasoned

campers have found ways to set up

televisions in their temporary homes.

Traditionally, the camp area begins to

fill up two days before tickets are given

out. Some extreme fans begin to set up

their tents even sooner. Many enjoy

the opportunity to spend time with their

friends and to show off their school A

spirit. Friends pass the time watch‘
After days of battling the cold and ing the TV they have man-

harsh sleeping conditions, fans walk age? to set UP in front of

through the doors of Reynolds on game the” tent’

night, tickets in hand, ready to cheer on

their beloved Pack. Memories in hand, they can’t wait for

next season, and a chance to do it all over again.

Stevens

One
camper
passes the
time play-
ing
Gameboy.



Tri Towers

When walking through Central Campus. per-

haps the most noticeable trio of buildings is the Tri-

Towers residence halls. These co-ed. suite style halls

have come to be called “Tri—Towers" due to the three

adjoining buildings of Metcalf, Carroll. and Bowen

Residence Halls. Built in 1968. these halls are occu-

pied mainly by co—ed. first year students.

Carroll is recognized as the first residence hall

established for women on the campus of North

Carolina State University. It is named for the first

woman to be a matron of the infirmary. Today, it

houses the Women With Voices program.

Central Campus is the focal point of student

living on campus and the establishment of these first

year residence halls gives newcomers to college a

chance to fully experience residential life their first

year away from home.

A new addition to the Tri—Towers next year

will be air conditioning. University housing has

been working hard to prepare for the installation of a

new centralized air conditioning system that is slated

to be completed before students move in for the Fall

semester 1998.

Some advisors for first year college students

also have their offices in these buildings on the lower

floors.

One of the greatest advantages of the Tri—tow-

ers is its position on campus and its proximity to

many buildings. Tucker beach is also just a few

steps from the doors of the Tri-Towers. Some say

the biggest disadvantage is when the elevators are

broken and students must climb the many floors of

stairs to get to their room.

However. this small inconvenience is highly

outweighed by the fact that students new to the col-

lege scene have a chance to live close to others who

are going through they same new experiences and

they can help each other out.
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View from the outside.

A student exits the Tri-Towers.
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Oktoberfest

What is the best way to celebrate Oktoberfest? With a

bier stein in one hand, food in the other, singing, danc-

ing and laughing with friends, you are sure to have a

good time.

Although Oktoberfest has come to be a tradition

that conjures images of German food, beer and

. dancing, the first Oktoberfest was a celebration of

the wedding of Princess Theresa of Bavaria and

Crown Prince Luitpold I. Held in Munich,

Germany, in October 17, 1810, the wedding

_ anniversary is celebrated every year, traditionally

7- from the end of September until the first week of

October. As Germans immigrated to the United

States, they brought their tradition with them, in a

much smaller form. However, some cities around

the United States are trying to compete with the

magnificent festivals Germans put on in their coun-
Hall

Munich, the site of the first Oktoberfest and host to the largest

Oktoberfest every year, serves approximately 10 million pints of beer to its fes—

tival-goers. Beyond that, over 800,000 German sausages and bratwursts are consumed

along with the over 700,000 roasted chickens.

In the United States, cities such as Cincinatti (which re—names itself “Zinzinnati”

during this period), Denver, Poughkeepsie, New York and Amana, Iowa put on grand

festivals of their own. Many vendors set up shop through the towns, selling German

food and beer, while participants dance and sing near the musical stages.

Traditional beer for the Oktoberfest is similar to that which was made for the

wedding of the Princess and Prince in October of 1810. This beer was a reddish-

amber Marzen beer, that was usually brewed in the early part of the year and kept in

cold barrels for 3 to 4 months before serving in the early fall. Today, beer at

Oktoberfest is a bit lighter in color and alcoholic content. Traditional beers include

Lowenbrau, Beck’s, and Hofbrau. among others. American and Canadian companies

have joined the festivities, creating their own style of Oktoberfest beer. These include ‘

Samuel Adams and Stoudt’s.

In Raleigh, Cameron Village is the setting for Oktoberfest, and the area turns

into a Germantown, full of vendors and entertainment, something for everyone to

enjoy. There is music and dancing. People are dressed in costumes. You can find

every type of beer. And there is every type of German food imaginable. Wursts,

sausages. sauerkraut and onions, roasted chickens. What is the best way to celebrate

Oktoberfest? With a bier stein in one hand, food in the other, singing, dancing, and

laughing with friends, you are sure to have a good time.
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‘ local couple gets dressed up for the
vent. and enjoy brutwurst at Oktoberfest.

Crowds pile in to take part in
the German tradition of
Oktoberfest. which has
become 21 hometown tradition
Llll its own.



Carolina

Hurricanes

On June 16, 1997, the

Carolina Hurricanes released

their team logo and colors to

an anxious crowd at the

Raleigh Sheraton. Owner

Peter Karmanos and general

manager Jim Rutherford

proudly presented North

Carolinians with their first

NHL hockey team. Their colors are red and black, with the logo of a hurri-

cane swirl and a hockey puck as the eye. Red, black and silver streaks sur-

round the eye of the storm, creating a “C” for Carolina.

The old identity of the Carolina Hurricanes was the Hartford Whalers.

They were moved from there as they were the lowest revenue generating

team in the NHL, and league members decided something needed to be done

about it. With the new sophisticated look of the logo, instead of the cartoon

ones that many owners and managers are steering away from, Karmanos and

Rutherford have high hopes for their new team.

The 1997-98 season proved hopeful for the Hurricanes, and in the

coming year, they will be moving into the new sports area here in Raleigh,

and sharing it with the NC State Wolfpack teams. Currently, the Carolina

Hurricanes play in the Greensboro Coliseum Complex and in the current

Raleigh Sports arena.

Paul Maurice is the current head coach of the Carolina Hurricanes as

he has been since 1996. Prior to that, from 1995-96, he co—coached with

Paul Holmgren.

The teams marketing strategy was to get out and meet the people and

the town: to be everywhere. and be glad about being there. Many players

did this at events such as Live after Five, giving away free autographed t—

shirts, telling jokes. and loving every minute of it.

Since the Hurricanes have become a part of North Carolina’s proud

sporting tradition. Hurricane paraphernalia has popped up everywhere.

Make sure to be a part of the action. and, as the song goes. to be “rocked

like a hurricane."



urricanes battle it out against

6 Pittsburgh Penguins.

Hurricanes cele-

brate after a goal
against the
Pittsburgh
Penguins.
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s Put on your hard hats and et ‘Em Work, Let ‘Em Live.” , . jj

, Upon returning to classes, N. State students found a great deal 0 ’going constructiontl

w throughout campus - orange fencing d barricades have become common certain areas. ‘

A Many projects are being done for the b fit of students, including dorm reno ions, a new

health facility and various other endeavor . 51

One of the major projects is taking pla e around the Tri-Towers and West C..~pus dorms:

Metcalf, Bowen, Carroll, Lee and Sullivan are _

going atwo-year project to install air c 7. - ~ , . ‘- H."

tionin nd new sprinkler systems. The p I ‘ ' J1:_

which is way schedule, began in May an expect-

ed to end I August of 1998. - . ‘ ‘

“It’s g g very well,” said Tir. ckadoo,

director of hou “g. j ,

While wor comple ,. , much 'of the instal- ’

lation over the sum -r, L," ,ngoing construction"

around the dorms stil , tes problems for stu-

dents.

j
‘4‘
g

“It really inconvenie 7 ed me when l was Y '

moving in, but I think it will 0. worth it once the

work is done,” said Anna BrasII a freshman liV—

ing in Metcalf. *

According to Luckadoo, ther ay be clos- _

ings of certain parts of the dorms in ' .- future. The

Sullivan computer lab may be relocate o Bragaw,

mailboxes may move and other parts of ' -se

x dorms may close for a short period of time well.

After residents have “cooled off” with t air

\ conditioning, they may have a shorter wal 3.,

Student Health Services. ' ..

The future sight of the new Stu ;,. Health

'ces Building is another hot sp for construc-

campus While the facili s not expected

‘ 4- end of 1998 park-

ce the disappearance

of Harris Lo . ' ames.

The armo I sho 2 next to Carmichael Gymnasium wereVoraddi-

tional parking. Th I will be paved sometime next semester. T" . -. also construction on a 4|

new 300-car park «I: lot between Sullivan and Western Boulevard n e completed later this fall.

in additio *0 these major projects taking place, other wor . ’ being done to improve the

NCSU came . According to Charles Leffler, the associate vi -chancellor for facilities, there I

may be 30.51 o 400 projects going on at the sametime.’

“It-:3 an ongoing effort, ” said Facility Construction E neer, Judson Walton.

With all the work that is being done around cam- -. ,there is a much higher price to be “

paid than inconvenience. About one million dollars e ry week is spent on construction aroun ‘

campus. According to the director of NCSU’s dep. ent of Facilities, Planning and Design,

'I-Tam Tripp, more money needs to be spent on . aintenance such as repairing roofs and]

cg “rs. ~ .

/( by Kristen Sass



James

'ight:Construction on campus often
losed off roads as seen here.

bove and Below: Just a few of the
ricks that construction workers have
een replacing in the brickyard, path-

ays, and in buildings.
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Attendees
of Take
Back the
Night
march
through the
Free
Expression
Tunnel.

During the can—
dlelight vigil.
attendees listen
to speaker Lisa
Angel.

Harvey



Take Back

The Night

On Thursday, October 30, 1997, approximately 500 people gathered in

1ttendance for the annual Take Back the Night march and vigil. The gathering,

)rganized by REAL People, which stands for

Rape Educators and Active Leaders, was the

[0th annual march of its kind to occur at NC

State.

The gathering is aimed at expressing sup-

)ort for those who have been raped or otherwise '

sexually attacked, educating the public about

sexually driven crimes, and stimulating the

process for change in the community with

.‘egards to attitudes and laws about sexual—relat-

zd crimes.

The gathering occurred on campus in the

Brickyard, between Harrelson Hall and DH Hill . .'

Library, after a march was made through cam—

pus. Introduction the the even was given by

Lisa McCool, an NC State junior and the March Attendees of the event hold

Organizer. Musician Kathleen Hannan from “Inside their candles high during the

Out” performed to the crowd and Lisa Angel from

[nteract gave a motivating speech. Ricky Livingston,

:he NC State student body president, also spoke, as did three women he intro-

dluced to read poetry.

candlelight vigil.

The candlelight vigil was lead by

Particia Hammond, the Educational

Programming Chair for REAL people.

Many sponsors helped in the effort of

1997’s Take Back the Night. They includ-

ed the Women‘s Center. Student

Government, various Sororities and

Fraternities, CupAJoe, and APO.

A thank you goes to Patricia Hammond

for her help in the informationfor this

~, story.
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Free Expression

The free expression tunnel connects the residential part

of campus and the working part of campus. Railroad tracks

run through NC State’s campus, causing there to be a split the

academic buildings on the north side and the residential build-

ings on the south side.

The main idea behind the establishment of the free

expression tunnel was that it would deter students from spray

painting and leaving student graffiti on other buildings. Most

of NC State is made of red brick. and if ruined by spray paint-

ing, it would be very expensive to replace.

The faculty, and students. at State have come to like the

Free Expression tunnel. The faculty like it because, for the

most part, students keep their graffiti within the walls of the

tunnel.

The students like it because they have a place to legally

put their art or messages without having to be harassed or

chased away. Students also like it because it gives them a way

to get their message out.

Almost everybody who passes through the free expres—

sion tunnel reads what is written on the walls, floors, ceilings.

and even light fixtures. Therefore. putting an advertisement in

the free expression tunnel is a sure-fire way to make sure that

people know about what is going on.

Reaction to some “free expressions" are not always

taken well though. It is not appropriate to put profanities on

the wall or to write derogatory statements at a group of peo-

ple. Many faculty members have raised the issue of students

painting on the steps and entrance to the tunnel. A solution to

this has been to put up signs that say where you can and can—

not paint. For the most part. painters have been respectful of

these wishes.

All in all, the free expression is a great way to get your

message out. and to let the student body see what your artistic

ability is like. And more then anything. it keeps the campus of

NC State. almost. graffiti free.
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NC State ’5 Band

The cadence of ever so familiar songs blares

through stadiums and colisemns due to the hard work

and dedication band members give to supporting the

Pack.

Nothing can get a crowd into

full spirits like a band can. Loud

music, the fight song. and the stream

of red and white colors are all char-

acteristic of NC State‘s bands. And

not a single football or basketball

game can pass without the strong

presence of the band being seen and

heard.

At football games, the march-

ing band gets fans rowdy before the

game by marching through the

Village where many fans are throw-

ing footballs and frisbees. Through

the games, they can be heard as well

as during their half-time perfor-

mance where they are accompanied by the members of the dance

team and the cheerleading squad. The team can also often be seen

practicing outside of Price Music Center before games.

During basketball season. the Pep Band fills Reynolds

Coliseum with the familiar sounds of NC State fight songs. Their

stream of red and white shirts can be seen easily in the stands. as

can many of the painted faces some members put on. Some of the

musicians even decorate their instruments in NC State parapherna—

lia.

Members of NC State‘s marching Harm}
band practice for the next football

Without a band. games would be silent and there would be

no way to unite the crowd. The cadence of eVer so familiar

songs blares through stadiums and coliseums do to the hard work

and dedication band members give to supporting the Pack. And

the reward for all of this? Often times being able to travel with

the team when they go on away games!



I/Vhere do you want to be?

Operations

Tactical Strategic

Information Technology

On the outside, looking in?

Or at the center, making change happen?

Then search no farther —

One firm is already there.

Deloitte &

m Management Consulting For more information. contact:
A Genevieve Blanchard (415) 247-4366



Our hats

are off to you.

Congratulations. We re glad to he with

you at this special occasion. and m mum

other occasions you might not be aware of,

Did you know that the average aircraft

has ()0 AlliedSignal componeotx aboard.

ranging from automatic pilots to climate

control \yslt‘ms.’ ()ur Bendix’ l‘iqucs‘

I"I{.‘\l\1“filters and Autolile‘ \[mt'k plugs are

among the world‘s leading automotive

brands. And our carpet fibers. refrigerants

and fabrics add comfort to your life.

Our 85,000 employees in ill countries

would like you to know more about u.»

\Vrilt‘ Allied5ignal lnc.. BO Box 2245.

Morristown. New jersey (F963.

@lliedSignal







COLLEGE OF EDUCATIO'

Story by Lindsey Greene

Photos by Jamie Stevens

Students create an electronic journal.

A new on-line joumal brings together

several disciplines across the NCSU campus to

bring technology to middle schools.

Once again. NC State has pioneered an

emerging technology.

This time. a wide array of disciplines has

collaborated to create Meridian —- a middle

school computer technolo-

gy joumal. Its goal. in the

words of its editors. is "to

introduce educators to the

reality and possibilities of

applying the latest technol-

ogy and leaming in the

middle school classroom."

Through strong

teamwork. Meridian has

been developed by the

minds of several disciplines

across the campus.

Curriculum & instruction.
mathematics. science. tech-

nology education. psychol-

ogy. computer science.

graphic design and English

are just a few of the fields

from which its collabora—

tors have come.
The journal has also

received help from the

University Attorney's

()l‘lice and DH. Hill

Library.
Hands-on research. games. video

hotlinks. book excerpts. and commentaries make

the journal as interactive as possible.
Modeled after the Harvard Educational

Rm iew. Meridian is a pioneer in electronic pub-

‘uhing. lt e\ists as an entirely student—run elec—

twine journal. A review board comprised of

git. lr‘ we students from various fields meets

m Academics

monthly to bring the journal together.

With the help of the University

Attomey‘s Office. the journal has obtained copy-

right agreements and the library has helped

arrange electronic publication and archival

issues.
The first issue was published January 1.

1998. The second issue debuted in June. With a

middle school planned for Centennial Campus.

the initiative is geared close to home where the

issues are ever present.
Another goal is to

make the information

and technology accessi-

ble. Since it is on the

World Wide Web. teach—

ers across the country

can read Meridian for

free. The integrated
lessons that comprise

Meridian draw from

everyone‘s expertise.

Cheryl Mason. a

social studies education

major and editor of the

Meridian. said. "The

creative process the
Meridian is going

through is just as valu-

able as our end project.

By collaborating togeth-

er across the disciplines.

we step into the elec-

tronic media."
Studies have been

conducted showing how

middle school students develop more and and do

better on school studies after integration with

various disciplines have been introduced into the

classroom. Meridian‘s origins take root in this

very philosophy and will continue to do so.

The journal can be viewed on—line at

http://www.iicsu.edu/meridian.

Dr. Joan J. Michael is ve
much aware of the role 0
the College of Education
and Psychology in the n
ten years. “For decades
technology has created a
skyrocketing change of
pace in the world. but w
have lagged behind in
addressing human issues
Her goals will change I t

Dean Joan J. Michae

The College of Educatio‘
and Psychology is con-
cerned with the problem
of human development
from both psychological,
and educational perspec-l
tives. With emphasis up!
the preparation of middlq
grades. secondary and
post-secondary teachers,
counselors. supervisors.
administrators and psy-
chologist. the college see
students who are dedicati
to the improvement of
human beings through
education and service am
who are sensitive to the
complexity of teaching a
learning processes. The
departments within the
College offer both under
graduate and graduate
degree programs in the j
diverse fields of educatic
and psychology.
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idn) mnl%’
.Jereiny Blue

.on Pi Tau Leadels'hipg’
010g) Education)" ‘

i]:Ge. ’ Charle e Mishelle Yount O 'h
.i Outstanding igching Assistants:
‘ Denise‘W. Rowell '. i

0 y Joe R’. Busby .
the tics Education Service Award to Outstanding

feather?” , ‘ :99...
“Kathryn G. Hill, Athens Drive High School“fl ‘ u ‘
'Joan A. T nias,Rpex High School 1? ‘

Suzanne Benjamin, Millbrook High‘S‘
gScience Education Special Senice Awar.d

[fliCharles F. Lytle NC State University
RobertH. Hamond Outstanding Student Achievementin

‘ Graphic Communications Awaid:
Judd Stuart Whitehead
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0F FOREST RESOURCES

arry Tombaugh. dean of
le College of Forest
esources. has been elect—
j to the executive com—
iittee of the National
,gricultural Research.
xtension. Education. and
conomics Advisory
oard.
ombaugh has been dean
fthe college since 1989.

)ean Larry W. Tombaugh

Iark Megalos of Cary.
)restry extension special-
I with the NC
ooperative Extension
ervice at NC State. has
een named the 1997
ducator of the Year by the
C Forestry Association.
1 selecting Megalos for
ie honor. the association
ited his long—temt
ivolvement in. and dediv
ation to. youth-oriented
)restry and environmental
ducation across the state.
Iegalos. a doctoral candi-
ate in the College of
orest Resources. serves as
me coordinator for
roject Learning Tree. a
)restry-education out-
:ach program that is used
E a model by other
restry extension services
orldwide.

Story by Allison Bollard

Photos by Jamie Stevens

Pine pollen is not to blame for aller-

gies. It's allergy season. and sufferers have the
blooming trees and plants on campus to thank.

Springtime symptoms of a runny nose and
watery. itchy eyes mean only one thing to
dents like Josh Collins—— allergies.

Collins. a sopho-
more in botany. knows
the pattern well. He
experiences these symp-
toms “from the first
bloom of anything until

June or so."

“Anything that‘s

starting to flower is start-
ing to produce pollen."
Robert Bardon. assistant
professor of forestry and
extension forestry spe-

cialist at NC State said.

Many people

blame spring allergies on

the pine pollen that coats
cars and roads with a
layer of yellow dust.

However. pine pollen is

not to blame for most

people’s allergies.
according to Bardon.

“The smoothiness of the pine pollen is

one reason for this." Bardon said.

Under a microscope. pine pollen parti-

Cles are smooth and have no spiny appendages.

“They look like Mickey Mouse." a

sphere with two smooth attachments. Leigh

Johnson. professor of botany and curator of

NCSU 's Herbarium. said.

The real culprits of spring allergies are
broadleaf trees that flower in early spring.
Bardon says.

Oak and birch pollen. when looked at
under a microscope. is spiny. said Jennifer
Floyd. assistant curator of the Herbarium.

The level of these pollens in the air cor—
relates to the severity of the allergic reactions.
A tree produces more pollen when it is under

stress. When a tree is
competing with other

trees for water and nutri-
ents from the soil. it may
produce more pollen as a
reproductive strategy.
Also. more pollen is in
the air when the weather
is windy or dry.

Ragweeds. which
flower later in spring
and early summer. also
produce potent aller—
genic pollens.

Around 25 percent
of the US. population
experiences some aller-
gic reaction to pollens or
molds. The symptoms

are caused by the
immune systems
response to these sub-
stances in the body.

Symptoms can range from mild to more
severe. as with Collins. He has suffered from
allergies since he was eight years old. often
missing school as a result.

Now all Collins can do is take his med-
ication and wait for the spring pollen season to
end.

Forest Resources 8?



AWARDS FOR-ACE

Forestg'

BilImore Forest work Scholarship:
Christa Dagley
Everett C. Jenkins
Christopher Manus

James L. Goodwin Work Scholarship:
James W. Dodson, Jr.
Michael E. Elliott
Charles Hines

Kyle Collins
Timothy M. Disclai‘ani
Jason R. Flowers
Theresa L. Galinski

s
Nancy B. Sumners

Phillip Fleming 751a]ship:

XlSigma gm rSoc'ieg ’»
Adri .Bailey " ' ‘

Joseph Shimel
David P s will i

Lau Bfison d

Katherine M. Bram 3.
Daniel Shane Brown .
Laura A. Eddins 8.
Brent Fogleman' 0

Heather D. Hargis . I
Travis Hughes I
John W. Shields ~I‘
Terese A. Suggs I

Victor W. Herlevich Academic Scholarship: P

I
Andy “Mallie” Jenks ~._ Maki-Gemmer-Jolmson Summer Camp , " Brooke E. Rudd ' '
Jennifer L. Johnson Academic Scholarship: I ‘2 Jo-Ann: Sco ‘
Ryan Keeter ; Simon Rich I ' VanessaJ. V Wyck
Owen Miller I Squires Timber Company Industrial .1. I n HameWayne WIS ’ m ‘.
Christopher Smith Scholarship: % ' I Zar eri"Wetmore .
Boice E. Triplett I Matt Wimberley ' " I Fhomas J. Hines 40qu Scholarship.
Jeremy West I . XI Sigma Pi Forestry Honor Sodifiw I Jennifer Z kerman
Heather Williams Christina M..A1meidl§ - I R.B. & Irene Jordan ,Sgholarshfli:

George K. Slocum Endowed Work Brian Bridge I . Ben Hemnang, ."
Scholarship: Jeremy S. B : ’

Heather Kendall Wendee . I
John M. & Sally Blalock Beard Academic I Darin B

Scholarship: I Jui-Chi Ch
Jeremy S. Brinkley 3 Lucy Ann
Luke Thompson j Timothy M. Discl
Christopher Blanton I James Williams Dad

Ralph C. Bryant Academic Scholarship: I David Drake
. Wesley A. Ledford j Todd Sanders Earnhardt. .

' Robert C. McClngei Valerie SuzEverety .5.".
E Ward F. Conger Academic Scholarship: Wilson Faquin

Kathy Messerschmidt -‘e my Ch erHerrell,_
James L. Goodwin Forestry Summer Camp . carom Galinski ‘

Scholarship: I Jfléronfi
MichaelA. Be" TravisW. Hughes, :.
Je ~ 7M. Hyatt

JonM.OBr1en ‘ ..
Douglass:Park ' ' ’
Heather Marie '

C'bker, Sr. Scholarship .
: ” "’ 'zageth Hylfonl .

. Management ' '

PRTMSt”
David Neary Cemicek
Samantha Mitchell

Hoffman Forest Scholarship:
\ «JJMO

. VIN."
Duke PUHLI Sclwrs/iipfor Sustainable

Forestry.
Alexander Johnson

Hofmmm Forest Academic Scholars/tip:
Jonathan Bames
Michael A. Berzinis
Adam Braaten
Jennifer L. Buzzard

ane._.B :15 ';
Kelly M. Curtis vet

9?: «i3 Academics
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L

[Tr F B. Schelhorn Scholarship:
E" Michael A. Will

1‘s. Li-S. & Lee-F. Chang Scholarship:
Cory Hal Knox

'ightJ Thomson Scholarship.
clé'Bemard Callander

. J. & Sue Brickhouse Scholarship.
Elizabeth Ashley Speller

” " Rice Scholarship:
illiam Bradley Boyette

Scholarship:
William Cephus Bragg

_ rlq Ellwood Scholarship:
Travis Dustin Lail

rge Efioa'kley Scholarship:
' drew.Lee,Weller

id. 'olarship:
th

Fry H. smolders SWarship:
v Kerri G KnightShirley

azard H. & Ada May Scholarship:
« _ Michael Brian Dowdy-.z'
i_' ercules Incorporatedéghalarship

Greg Bryan Gardrier ‘

IE.E. IE! is'S‘c ship: ~
’ Gedige‘Bi'eiit Shorter
IP‘NCAlumniEholaiship

1.. amero ms .z;
, Juliue MattheWTeddé’‘
eitM. Piette Scholarship. "

Jason Allen Maj/berry"
pageQRiver Foundation Scholarship:

Kimberly Nae/man 1
James River Scholarship? .

Robert Andrew Blythe
johnA. Heitmann [[1 Scholarship.

tyhthia Camille Winston
‘qus, Jr. Scholarship:
ichael Alan Halstead

MooreScholarship.
eal Guy

5 ’ larship.
prert arises thutte
ecil Terry Scholarship.

«J Bryan Anthony Laney
Efrk Semke Scholarship.

Mary Beth Harris
Lawrence H. Camp Scholarship:

Lindsay Charlene Adkins
' . Lebby Boinset Scholarship:

John E. Thompson

Macmillan Bloede/ Scholarship:
William M. Ponton

Mark J. Alexander Scholarship:
Justin Rice

Michael I. Sherman Scholarship:
Christina Gay Buchanan

Nalco Chemical Scholarship:
Joanna Beth Shapiro

PaperChase Scholarship:
Kyle Jeremy Moody

PIMA Dixie South Scholarship:
Alice Marie Lyons

PIMA Salesmen Society Scholarship:
Clint J. Kocik

PIMA-Southeast Scholarship:
JeffreyAlan Goodwin

PPF Scholarship:
Christopher L. Swift
David Carroll Franklin
Erik Kyle Yarbrough
Jason Menill Jones
Patricia Ann Poling
Robert McGuire Lowe
Shavoya Antwaun Underdue
Stuan Moore Kaylor
Tiffany L. Robinson
Tristen Paul Cheek
William Edgar Stallings

Procter & Gamble Scholarship:
Christine Schwartz

Ray Smith Scholarship:
Lanee Lauren Puckett

Rector/Ashcrajt Scholarship:
Neil Patrick Caudill

Richard Owens Scholarship:
Troy Anthony Muro

Robert Carpenter Scholarship:
Chad Stafford Branch

Robert E. Mason Scholarship:
David Alan Bowen

Robert G. Hitchings Scholarship:
Marianne Rieg

Robert L. Bentley Scholarship:
Ashley Lauren Smith

Ronald Estridge Family Scholarship:
William Ashley Sparks

Scapa Group Scholarship .-
Benjamin Richard Harley

Shouvlin Family Scholarship:
Elizabeth Ann Blackbum

Sonoco/NCSU Alumni Scholarship:
Cynthia Catherine Staton

SI. Laurcnt/NCSU Alumni Scholarship:
Craig William Thompson

Stone Container Scholarship:
April Elise Cassano

Slurc (1'. ()Isson Scholarship."
Jonathan Edward Shorter

Sum/s Dtflbrator Scholarship:
David Arthur Council

TAPPI/lim'iroi'hasc Scholarship:
Alicia Nhu Uycn Pham

Tcrry Charlmnnicr St "hula/ship:
Lauren Kristen Hudson

Thic/c Koalin Company Scholarship:
Richard Busbec Phillips

Tidewater Construction Scholarship:
Shannon Marie Bumgarner

Turner Family Scholarship:
James Christian Samp

Union Camp Scholarship:
John Ashby Morgan

Vinings Chemical Scholarship:
Brian Lowell Gustin

\v'irginia Fibre Scholarship:
Matthew Christian Quick

chcrhacuser Scholarship:
Lynette Dawn Griffin

Will P. Lovin Scholarship:
Jonathan Mark Chipley

William E. Caldwell Scholarship:
Christopher Nelson

William V. Cross/Nalco Scholarship:
Daniel Ashby Leach

Wood Products

Roy M. Carter Endowed Scholarship:
Casey B. Heam

Thomas Forshaw. Jr. Endowed Scholarship:
W. Cole Stephens

R. B. & Irene Jordan Endowed Scholarship:
Gregory G. Lee
Pongpitak Wongdeethai

Lilly Industries. Inc. Endowed Scholarship:
Stephen M. LaFrance

[Weyerhaeuser Company Scholarship:
C. Michelle Hedgeoock
Scott A. Metheny

Toney Lumber Company Scholarship:
James E. Bailey

Jerry G. Williams & Sons, Inc. Scholarship:
Sampson E. Neumann

Lampe & Malphrus Scholarship:
Karen R. Knight

Coastal Lumber Company Scholarship:
J. Collins Fitts

Wood Mtlflllll(l\ Mann/achour of Antcricu
Scholarship

Patrick J. chit/er
XI Sigma Pi Forestry Honor Society:

Alexis R. Anderson
James Eamest Bailey
Casey Bryan Hearn
Gregory G. Lee
Scott A. Methan)’
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERI

Story by Allison Bollard

Photos by David Thompson and College of Engineering

S tate‘s robot gets gold medal. NC

State Electrical Engineering and Design Students

work together to create Thumper. an assistant in

the setup of lunar habitat models.

The work of NC State’s engineering and

design students may find its way to the moon.

In April. NCSU sent 1 1 members of the

student team HELIOS —- Habitat Exploration

Leaders in Outer Space --
to the Space ‘98

Conference in
Albuquerque. NM. In New ' -.

Mexico. they faced other

teams in competition
designed by NASA to use
remote-controlled vehicles

to set Lip lunar habitat mod-
els.

The NCSU team
was “the first team in six

years to completely solve

the mission from beginning
to end." said Jason Janet.
doctorate student in electri—

cal and computer engineer-
ing and long-time advisor
to the project.

HELIOS‘ robot.
Thumper. off-loaded itself

from a model lunar lander
an then unloaded equip—
ment needed to set up the
habitats. It dragged the
habitat module into position and placed the con-
tainment shield over it. Completing the last step.
Thumper‘s front-end loaded filled with the con—
tainment shield with the sand. On the moon.
lunar soil would provide insulation and radiation
protection for astronauts living in the habitat.

HELIOS has been improving Thumper‘s
design. building replacement parts. and working
out problems as they arose since last fall. The
students spent inttch . f their free time working

:1 ‘5; 31'}
'~‘ Aendemlcs

on the project. However. it all paid off when
HELIOS took first place at the competition.

“It was incredible." said John Colthar. a

junior in electrical and computer engineering and

one of Thumper‘s ‘drivers‘. “We had a lot of

really good people working on the project.
Everyone gave 100 percent.“

It wasn‘t easy. though.
"We had stronger competition than we

were expecting.“ Colthar said.
For much of the competition. HELIOS

was neck-in-neck with a

team from Eastern
Kentucky University.
which took second

place. Janet said.
Some problems

arose during the second
heat: Thumper‘s boom

extension arm wasn‘t
properly aligned.

However. the NCSU
team eventually won
more points for com—
pleting the tasks in 37
minutes. just eight min-

utes short of the time
limit.

With the help of

design students on the

team. HELIOS was also
the only group to use
computer animation in

their presentation to the

judges.
Trophies from the

competition were presented to the deans of engi-

neering and design schools.
Also. a NCSU banner with the team

member‘s names will be taken to the moon when

NASA undertakes the project of setting up lunar

habitats. currently slated for 2010.

The annual spring engi-
neering recruitment fair
was held in the Jane S.
McKimmon Center this
year. Over 100 companies
were represented and
available for students to
present resumes and learn
about the job market
opportunities. Student
attendance was projected
to be in the thousands.

Dean Nino A. Masnari

General Motors ‘
Corporation has pledged l
$400000 to support new
educational programs and
renovations to laboratories
in the the department of
industrial engineering.
Gerald T. Meier. directorc
manufacturing systems fot
General Motors Delphi j
Chassis Systems. presentta'j
a ceremonial check to ‘
Stephen Roberts. professq
and head of the departmetr:
of industrial engineering, 4
Dean of Engineering Nint
Masnari. and Chancellor
Larry Monteith at a lun-
cheon held earlier this yet-
Meier is a I963 NCSU
industrial engineering
alumnus.
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Computer Science

Engineerin SeniorAward . :Eitizenship & Service: St'lll'lu’l." Al‘hifl'f’mt’m.‘
n Manikumar ' 3 Leland J. Morrison

i "fleeting Settior Awardfor Leadership: Humanities:
Jamie C. Byrum } Heather A. Philp

Engineering Senior Awatdfor Humanities: E Citizenship ("1d -9¢"‘\'i(‘C’-'
J iéeatherA Philp John F. Ganaway. III

3' l
\ ‘Asaégsgacegg}neering Electrical and Computer Engineering

Senior AuardfOt Scholarly Achievement: Outstanding Electrical Engineering Senior Award:
Jason R. Zumstein Anthony M. Jones

Senior Awardfor Leadership: Outstanding Computer Engineering Senior Award:
Melissa L. Cifaldi 3 Erik NySIrom

r Benjamin Franklin Scholar: Outstanding Electrical and Computer Engineering Senior
' , ‘\ Scott R. Starin 3 Award:
\ " United Technologies Scholarship: E Cindy Young

; Jason R. Zumstein 3 College of Engineering Outstanding Senior Nominees:
’ Senior Project Award: Humanities:

Angelia D. Dillingham ‘; Chad Watson
3 Citizenship and Setvice:

Biological and Agricultural Engineering Arun Manifumar
Scholarly Achievement:

Agri-Life Council Outstanding Club Memberfor Biological E Robert 501113
and Agricultural Engineering: Leadership:

Engineering Curriculum: g Jamie Byrum
James W, Howard 3 Faculty Senior Scholar:

Technology Curriculuttt: Jamie Byrum
James L. Millard

g , Materials Science and Engineering
Chemical Engineering
_ A. Odell Leonard Scholarship:

\ Benjamin Franklin Scholars/tip: f 500“ D. Burkhart
, Amanda P, Langenbach 3 ALCOA Foundation Scholarship:

. Charles S. Mitchell Memorial Scholarship: : AUdTCW 1- Darlak
Andrea Asdel Derek Lundberg

Henry B. & Virginia T. Smith Scholars/tip: 1 NSF Engineering Research Centerfor Advanced Electronic
Audrea Asde] Materials Processing:

Sidney F. Maurey Scholars/tip: Research Scholar:
Christopher B. Arthur Andrew J. Darlak

Forest 0. & Sandta Miwn/RTI Scholars/tip: Daniel C. DfiSCO“
. “Bradley P Cozan Derek Lundberg

am;‘2'“: National Honor Soeiery ofPlti Kappa Phi:
325131 Engineering Andrew J. Darlak

Mason Reed
Senior Awardfor Scholarlr Achievement: 50"i"’." OfPI‘LWlC 5’78”???” 51”“.0" Scholarship:

David B. Smith 3 Daniel C. Driscoll
Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship/USDOT: L- P- DO-‘hi Scholarship:

Michael E. Bienvenu ‘ I?0n0Vflfl N Leonard .
Associated General Contractors Outstanding Senior in U’“’"‘1 7“”"0/Og’i’5 ["0 5<‘/"’/U"«"1’I’~'

Construction Award: Derek Lundberg
.5 it: James Richard Chandler Goodruttt Scholarship:

' phen Safi'an/PCEA-Triangle Chapter Student Estitnatotzr M350“ Reed
Award: -

, Wesley A, Weaver Nuclear Engineering
"l Outstanding Teaching Assistants Award:

David W, Parish Outstanding Senior Award:
Glen A, Malpass Charles W. Stroupe

Duke Power Leadership Award:
Chad J. Boyer

' *‘w Englncerlng 93





VIATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

The College of Physical
md Mathematical Sciences
)ffers programs for stu-
1ents whose interests lie in
he basic as well as the
tpplied science and mathe-
natical areas. Graduates 0
he College are in demand
ind valued for their well-
ieveloped analytical think-
ng and problem solving

1
Dean Jerry L. WEIIICH

E’AMS demonstrates its
ommitment to community
utreach through its
cience House on the NC

State Centennial campus.
The Science House offers
)rograms for K-12 stu—
rlents and teachers to
fnhance their understand—
ng of. appreciation for.
nd involvement in mathe-
atics and the sciences.
rough a variety of stu-

ent activities. school
emonstration programs.
eacher training work-
hops. and innovative
chool laboratory equip-
ent loan projects. The
cience House annually
eaches over 600 teachers
nd 20,000 students in 40
chool systems. The
cience House in Raleigh
neludes classrooms. labo-
atories. a computer teach-
ng laboratory. resource
ooms. and offices.

Story by College of PAMS

Photos by Don Riggsbee

I his year PAMS announced the

Student Research Exploration and Precollege
Outreach Program. funded by a grant from the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute. Dr. Charles
Lytle. Professor of Zoology and Coordinator of
Biology Outreach Programs is the Program
Director. Dr. Lytle and Dr. David Haase.
Professor of Physics and Director of The Science
House are Co—Principal
Investigators for the
grant. Ms. Judy Powell
is the project coordinator.

The program’s
goal is to enrich and
broaden the science edu-
cation and to provide
research experiences for

a diverse population of

students from grade 7

through the senior uni—

versity year. to provide
training and support for

science teachers in

schools across North

Carolina. and to encour-
age more participation of

women and minorities in

science classes and in

science careers.

The program has

two major components:

(1) A Pre-college Outreach Program directed by

Dr. David G. Haase. Professor of Physics and

Director of the Science House. and (2) A Student

Research Exploration Program directed by Dr.

Charles F. Lytle.

58 grants were made from 19] proposals

for this institute program. NC State was award-

ed $1.4 million for a period of-l years. begin-

ning September 1. 1998.

This is the second Howard Hughes

Medical Institute grant received by the universi-
ty. Many of the components of this program
build upon the success of the first and on many
years‘ experience in assisting schools and teach-
ers across the state. The first Howard Hughes
Medical Institute grant was awarded in 1992 and
included several components including a sub-
stantial pre-college outreach program co—directed
by Drs. Lytle and Haase. This outreach effort
focused on support to schools and teachers in
rural and economically disadvantaged areas of

the state.

This first grant also
provided support for

undergraduate science
class enhancement and
undergraduate research
participation. The pre—
college outreach portion
provided summer training
for science training for

science teachers in tech-
nology and laboratory
techniques. loans of com-
puters and laboratory
equipment. and continuing
teacher support to facili—

tate inquiry based science
classes.

Many of the teach-

ers participating in this
earlier program are now
teacher—leaders who are
changing how science is

taught not only in their own schools. but also

often training teachers from other schools or
school systems. Most of the schools in this first

program now have well equipped modern sci—

ence laboratory facilities obtained with the guid—

ance and assistance of NCSU personnel.
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIt

NCSU professor answers questions

on the web.

Story by Lindsey Greene

Photos by Jamie Stevens

Dinosaurs were the featured topic during

September. but a general infonnation menu lets

you discover encyclopedia entries on topics that

encompass the Cenozoic Era. Charles Darwin,

Geophysics. Human Evolution. and the Ice Age.

This site even features quizzes and a teacher’s
Worldvrenowned paleontologist shares his lounge for instructors.

knowledge on-line.

There is now an intemet address that

The resource remains as clear in explor-

ing other broad science topics such as the Earth

and environment a1 concems.
gives you the opportunity to satiate all of your

dinosaur questions.

During the month
of September. going on-

line provided an opportuni-

ty to experiment with

Encarta Home
Schoolhouse‘s interactive
question-and-answer forum

where the featured expert is

Dale Russell.

Russell is a member

of NC State‘s faculty and is

a world renowned paleon-

tologist.

However. this is one
schoolhouse that may not
feel like school to many

who attend. There are

opportunities to submit
questions and to read old

queries that remain posted.
The site is arranged clearly

Russell has taught

his Class. “The
Dinosaurian World.” at

NCSU for the last two

years and will offer it

again in the future. The

class explores the ecolo-

gy of dinosaurs. Earth

history. plate tectonics.
paleoclimatology. and

mass extinction.

“The public has an

insatiable appetite for

information about

dinosaurs." Russell said.

Through his class-

room instruction or the

interactive web site.
Russell is committed to

giving us the informa-

tion our appetite
demands.

and links to tnany other interesting web sites.

:‘teademlcs

1

With a faculty of over 40C
close to 3.000 undergradu
ate students and 500 grad-
uate students. CHASS
is one of the largest col-
leges. offering a wide
range of major and minor
programs of study. CHAS
serves business. industry, .
govemment. public educa-
tion. and the individual Cit
izens of the state through
numerous extension and
research activities.

Dean Margaret A. Zahn

Beginning in January. 15-
20 students from NCSU
and other US universities
had the opportunity to
spend the spring semester
at Jawaharial Nehru
University in New Delhi.
The program was designe
by director Afrox Taj. for-
eign languages and litera-
tures.
The curriculum includes
six credits of intensive
Hindi language instructiot
and three credits each in
the religions. history and
tine arts of India.
The cost to students is les
than $5.000.
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' 3: one e o Humanities and Social Sciences:
Kyler Austin England

Department of Communication:
Karen Dana MuCKeIhan

, Department of English:
Jennifer Lynn MCDade

9‘..\

nt 0 Histo .
Chaffee William Viets

4?: L
5 ivision o Multidisc'lina Studies:

Kyler Austin England

- -,; ‘ Social Work:
' Cheryl Christine Henschel

Department ot Philosophy and Religion:
Sukanya Chakrabarti

Department at Political Science and Public Administration:
Lindsay Diane McCaskill

Department of Sociology andAnthronlogy:
Mary Catherine Pollard

CHASS Council Outstanding Senior:
Carrie Anne Polhamus
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Ilean Marvin Malecha‘s
ffice announced the
ppointment of two depart—
ent heads. Andrew
lauvelt. an associate pro—

essor. is now head of the
epartment of graphic
esign. Fatih A. Rifki. an
ssociate professor. is the
ew head of the depart-
ent of architecture.

Dean Marvin J. Malecha

C State students were
cently placed in the
hoes of the disabled as
art of a seminar to intro-
uce them to those special
eeds.
ince 1975. the School of
esign has introduced its
phomores during the
Ming semester to the
bstacles people with dis-
ilities face, through a
rogram known across the
untry as the “Sight.
ound, and Motion

is is an experience that
appens so students
ecome sensitive to these
arriers." John Tector.
sociate dean of under-
aduate studies said.

Story by Kelly Marks

Photos by Martha Harvey

Design School celebrates 50 years.

Tucked away on East Campus some-
where over near the Court of Carolinas. down
the road from Poe and past the Riddick parking
lot. lies the School of Design. A lot of people
don't know much about it. Sure. there are occa-
sional horror stories about students locked in
studios until four in the morning. and some peo-
ple might recognize it as
“that place with all the
weirdly named build-
ings.” but generally. the
school and its inhabitants
go unnoticed. busily
churning out ideas within
Brooks‘ columned con-
fines.

But creativity
cannot be contained.
And the School of
Design loves a good
party. Thus. in honor of
its 50th anniversary. the
school cut loose and
hosted festivities from
April 13 to 18.

Established in
1948. the School of
Design originally had
two academic compo—
nents: the Department of
Landscape Architecture,
and the Department of
Architecture. Under the guidance of its
founder. Dean Henry L. Kamphoefner. (name-
sake for one of those “weirdly named build-
ings" that make up the school). the school flour-
ished.

It was a time of remarkable growth. with
designers and theorists such as Buckminster
Fuller. Matthew Nowicki. Lewis Mumford. and
Edmund Catalano joining the faculty. A reputa-
tion for innovation and experimentation was

established.
In the late 1950’s the School of Design

added a third degree-granting unit. the
Department of Product Design. Since then. the
department has been expanded and then
replaced by the current departments of graphic
design. industrial design and art and design.

April marked 50 years of shaping the
future of design for the school and celebrated
five generations of distinguished alumni. It was
observed with a week of conventinos. lectures
and performances. culminating in a final cele-
bratory bash.

The week kicked
off with the “Research in
Design Education" con-
ference at Centennial
Campus from April 14
through April 17. The
conference focused on
54 papers about design.
with topics ranging from
research on design peda-
gogy to the influence of
research on design
teaching to teaching pro—
grams linked to research.

Also on April 14.
the school had the open—
ing reception for its
Faculty Art Exhibit at
the North Carolina
Museum of Art.
There were also several
student shows on display
for the occasion. The
first featured the prod-
ucts of a school-wide

charet held earlier in the semester. In January.
every student within the school created an
answer to the design topic. "Celebrating Fifty."
Their creations could not exceed the dimensions
of a one-foot cube and were then exhibited on a
grid system.

The second exhibition was a juried show
entitled "Into the Next Fifty." Students submit—
ted works in a wide variety of mediums and div
played them in the Brooks Rotunda.
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Architecture Awards

The American Institiute af'Arc/iitects Henry Adams Medal:
Randall Smith Lanou

The American Institute ofArchitects Henry Adams Certificate of Merit:
Christopher Todd Ford

Richard Green Award for Design Achievement:
Ian Sherrod Gordon

Architecture Faculty Awardfor Design Achievement:
Philip Joseph Lozier

Alpha Rho Chi Medal:
Elizabeth Anne Barnard

Golden Section Award:
Steven Ronald Raike

Technology Award:
Randall Smith Lanou

Design and Technology Awards
Art and Design

Design and Technology Faculty Book Award in Art and Design:
Jeana Eve Klein

Industrial Design Awards

Design and Technology Faculty Book Award in Industrial Design:
Marie Theresa Senecal

Design and Technology Graduate Faculty Book Award:
Jason Christopher Billig

Industrial Designers ofAmerica Student Merit Award:
Travis Christopher Baldwin

1 academics I



FOR ACHIEVEMENT

Graphic Design Awards

Graphic Design Faculty Book Awards (Graduate students):
Paul Anthony Brock
Pellie Sarah Lowe

Graphic Design Faculty Book Awards (Uttdetjeradtuitc students):
Matthew James Checkowski
Elizabeth Leigh Clawson

AIGA ll/Iedallionfbr Design Excellence:
Roy Butler Brooks

Landscape Architecture Awards

The American Society ofLana'scape Architects Cet‘tificate of Honor:
Elaine Burkel Walker
Michael Vaughn Holmes

Landscape Architecture Faculty Book Award:
Mary Gwyn Woltz

Landscape Architecture Faculty Honor Award:
Elaine Burke] Walker

Landscape Architecture Facult)~ Sen‘ice Award:
Michael Vaughn Holmes

Meade Palmer Pri:e for Ercellence in Planting Design."
Mary Louise Musson

Joseph Giovanni Roberta Dispon:i0 Prizefar Excellence in Landscape
Architecture Histotj':

Martha Jane Dees
Harry Porter Pri:e for E.\’cellence in Site Planning:

Scott Christian Booger
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Story by College of Management

Photos by Yukchi Cheung

North Carolina State University is

charting new ground in graduate education with

its Technology. Education and

Commercialization Program (TEC). The only
program of its kind in the United States. TEC

joins graduate and post graduate students from
business. engineering and science disciplines in a
collaborative entrepreneurial education experi-

ence.

The program serves
as a bridge between busi-
ness and technology by
providing the setting where
engineers and scientists

master essential business
tools and entrepreneurial
concepts. and where busi-
ness graduates enhance
their product development
and technology manage-
ment skills within a high
tech context. In the fertile
environment of a major
research university. these
cross functional TEC teams
learn to identify and evalu-
ate commercial prospects
for university—based tech-
nologies. and to develop
business plans to facilitate
technology transfer.

The vision of NC State University’s TEC
program includes enhancing technical and man-
agement education. promoting economic devel-
opment. linking with the business community.
and developing an entrepreneurial culture.

The TEC program provides and innova—
tive entrepreneurial experience for graduate stu-
dents as well as providing a link to the business
community for education and technology com-

1 06 Academics

mercialization processes. In addition. TEC
undertakes scholarly studies of graduate educa-
tion and technology commercialization processes
and supports university technology commercial—
ization.

Through merging the expertise and expe—
rience of NC State’s College of Engineering and
College of Management and professionals from
the industrial and venture communities. the inter—
disciplinary TEC Program bridges the gap

between technology and
business. This innova-
tive program is estab-
lishing the standards and
methods for technology
commercialization used

in corporations. univer-
sities. and laboratories
throughout the world.

Through one—year
participation in the TEC
Program. graduate and
postgraduate students
from business. engineer—
ing. science and other

non—technical fields
fonn interdisciplinary
teams to screen. assess.

and develop technolo-
gies and products for
commercial applica-
tions.

The program tar—
gets actual research projects or patented discov-
eries. Teams learn to apply a comprehensive
process for screening and evaluating technology
for its commercial applications. The teams must
then formulate product concepts. consider tech-
nical. legal. financial issues. and product identifi—
cation. manufacturing. and marketing strategies.

The mission of the College
of Management is to pro-
vide the citizens of North
Carolina high quality edu—
cation in accounting. busi-
ness management and eco-
nomics: to produce distin-
guished research and pub-
lications: and to provide
high quality executive edu-
cation and outreach pro—

Dean Richard J. Lewis

Each year the College of
Management encourages
its students to participate
in the NC State Team
Challenge. The NC State
Team Challenge teaches
real skills that can be used
immediately.
Teambuilding. communi-
cation. and creative think-
ing skills will give the par»
ticipating company or
group the advantage to do
business more effectively
and efficiently.
People of all shapes. sizes
and ages go through the
course. It is safe and not
physically demanding.
Participants can decide on
their level of participation.
The expen facilitators willl
tailor the course to fit the 1
goals of the company or ‘
organization.
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fifArvind Jariwala

Degartment at Business Management:

Fall 1997:

James Phillip Dorroll
Spring 1998:

Amanda Susann Timmons

D
Fall 1997: _ .
'3 m5" éhdall Laurence Darr

_ _ ' ‘ 1998.-

- William Sutton Cherry III

{3 J ' W‘s
.. ,5 W
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ZULTURE 8: LIFE SCIENCES

Effective this year. Dean
Durward Bateman retired
from his position as dean
of the College of
Agriculture and Life
Sciences. "I‘ve been dean
here eleven years and eight
months: that‘s a pretty
long tenure in a position of
this type." Bateman said.

Dean James L. Oblinger

The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration. the parent
agency of the National
rWeather Service. has
awarded an NOAA Unit
Citation to the NWS
Forecast Office in Raleigh
for outstanding applied
research conducted in col-
laboration with faculty and

l students at NC State. The
lcitation notes that meteo-
rology research conducted
jointly by the NWS and
lNCSU has resulted in 18
i new or improved weather
prediction tools that are
now used by NWS fore—
lcasters. These tools have
:benefited the people of
North Carolina with better
lforecasts and more accu-
lrate watches and warnings
lfor the state‘s most critical
iforecast problems.A

Story by Danielle Stanfield

Photos by Jamie Stevens

NCSU adds coastal research site.

NCSU sets up shop on Holden Beach to research
seashore environment.

NC State graduate students. faculty and
researchers in the College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences will now have a chance to escape
to the beach.

About 29.29 acres of land at Holden
Beach. valued at $1.375
million. were donated to
CALS and the NC Sea
Grant Program by the
owners of Holden Beach
Enterprise, in order to set
up a coastal research
facility.

According to a
press release. the build—
ing. known as the Drew
Griffin Environment
Research Facility. was
given as a legacy to Drew
Griffin’s commitment to
ensuring environmental
quality in Brunswick
County.

The donation is
perfect for NCSU and
Holden Beach. according
to Keith Oakley. execu-
tive director and
fundraiser for CALS.

“There is more
potential at Holden Beach because it has a com-

bination of land and potential to sell part of the

land to build a facility to have students." Oakley

said.
For the Sea Grant College Program. an

independent organization working with NCSU at

the site. the land donation is an opportunity for
hands-on experience.

“It means we have a place that can be
developed for educational purposes." said
Ronald Hodson. interim director of the program.

As an outreach effort. schoolteachers.

grade school children. 4-Hers and others will
have an opportunity to gain insight into the salt-
marsh setting.

According to the Director of CALS
Research. Johnny Wynne. what makes this site
special is the bio-diversity. “It is one of the most
diverse areas in the state.“ he said.

Because of its diversity. NCSU
researchers plan to document how the develop-
ment around the area will effect the ecology.
“We want to see the impact on the diversity of

the flora and fauna."
Wynne said.

During the begin—
ning of July. Wynne hopes
to have graduate students
get a baseline survey of
the plants and animals.
map the elevation and
record the types of soils in
the area.

Together. both the
Sea Grant program and
NCSU will help Holden
Beach make decisions rel-
ative to the community
based on their scientific
data. Oakley said.

One of those deci-
sions includes an evalua-
tion of water treatment
and stomi water run-off.

“Right now.
Holden Beach doesn’t
have a septic system."
Oakley said. ”We need to

see how to treat their sewage and the impact it
will have on the environment."

According to Hodson. research at the site
will mean finding answers to many “wonders of
the wetland." According to the press release.
the land donation is one of the largest gifts so far
in CALS‘ effort to raise $5.45 million through
NCSU‘s Campaign for Students. The release
also said that the college has raised $1 l.5 million
toward the university‘s overall goal of $38“ mil

CALS 11E;
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Highest Ranking Scholars
David W. Grantham
Darsey C. MacPhail
Russell J. Norris
Dharti A. Patel
Jennifer J. Peterson
Lynn J. Rubin

Agri—Lite Council Outstanding Club MemberAwards
African American Science and Health Society:

Eula L. Teague
Agri—Business/National Agr'i-Marketing Association:

Brandon Lee Warren
Agricultural and Extension Education:

Robert J. Walls
Agronomy:

George H. Scott
Christopher T. Simms

Animal Science:
Heidi H. Friedlein

Biochemistry:
Charles P. Moon

Biological and Agricultural Engineering:
Engineering Curriculum:

James W. Howard
Technology Curriculum:

James L. Millard
Biology:

Paphaphone Thirakoune
Collegiate 4-H Club.‘

Helen E. Bustle
Food Science:

Heather Hickman
Horticultural Science:

Nicole L. Marshall
JefiQ'rsonians Club:

Katherine E. Barger
Jason P. Burton

1 1 2 Academics
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Patricia M. Festin
David W. Grantham
Clarence H. Moye
Hiromi N. Neutze
Elizabeth A. Smith
Paul H. Zigas

Poultry Science:
Steven M. Tumer

Pre-Medical and Pre—Derrtal:
David Grantham

Pre-Veterinary:
Deborah A. Tobin

Wildlife Biology:
Daniel Tenney

Agricultural and Extension Education
Outstanding Senior:

Jeremy B. Johnson

Agricultural and Resource Economics
Outstanding Senior:

Tammara Leigh Cole
Scholastic Achievement:

Gregory Scott Butler
Wall Street Journal Student Acltieverrrent:

Petra Rijdes

Agronomy
Senior Highest Scholastic Average in the Agronomy Club:

Amy M. Mabcry
American Society ongr‘nnorrry Award. Must Outstanding

Senior:
George H. Scott

Agronomy Club Leadership Award:
Andrew W. Burleson

Crop and Soil Science Senior Highest Scholastic Average:
Amy M. Mabery



VEMENT

‘- Animal Science . Kristian S Rhein
E Most Outstanding Club Member: Loretta Pestuu-Somogyi
5. Heidi H. Friedlein Gretchen H. Thompson
‘ Most Outstanding Senior: Clarence W. Thompson

Tonya R. Smith Alexis S. Vidaurri
i Outstanding Senior in Animal Science: E Elizabeth A. Walkup
I Katherine E. Barger 3 Lori K. White

Most Outstanding New Club Member: ‘ John C. Wilkins
t Charles M. McCoy ‘ Stephanie M. Williamson

. American Society ofAnimal Science Undergraduate Awards}. Meri F. Winchester
r Michelle L. Arrighi Kevin D. Woolard

Katherine E. Barger ;
Cortney C. Barkley 3 Biochemistry
Mary C. Bond l H. Robert Horton Award:
Karen E. Burone : Todd Stephen Shatynski
Rachael E. Eckert I
Rebecca E. Ehrhardt : Botany
Sharon T. Finster 3 Scholastic Achievement Award:
Derek M. Foster 1 Ethan Victor Brown
Heidi H. Friedlein
Michael G. Gonda . Food Science
Merritt A. Graham B.M . Newell Award:
William H. Hasskamp Melissa Fenn
Ralph L. House ; Fnl'lJE’X Leadership Award:

‘3“ Jennifer A. Huffman E Staci McNair
. N . Jonathan P. Jackson ‘ ADM COCO Top Scholar Award:

Heather K. Jones Heather Hickman
Carie A. Keller Leonard & Francis Crouch Scholarship Achievement Award:
Barbara K. Kirch ‘ Mary Beauchamp
Adam L. Lane 3
Kristine J. Lang Horticultural Science
Christina L. Law 3 Outstanding Senior Horticulturist Award:
Richard R. Luce ‘ Edward Anthony Klutz
Laurie A. Lyon 1
Jessica L. Manzak Microbiology
Omayra Montalvo 3 Most Outstanding Student:
Jennifer G. Montgomery ‘3 Neil Patrick McCrory
James E. Mullen 3
Ethan C. Myers j W
Joanna C. Nelson i T.T. Brown Poultry Science Cluh Award:

Jessica C. Pfohl ; Joseph G. Gaddy
Jennifer C. Pickens 3
Amy J. Poole § mag);
Amy E. Poulin 3 Zoology Senior Highest Scholastic Average:
Amy M. Reeves 3 Elizabeth Fronzaglia
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Story by College of Textiles

Photos by Jamie Stevens

I he College of Textiles at NCSU fea-

tures a Model Manufacturing Facility that is

unequaled anywhere in the world. The Model

Manufacturing Facility incorporates all major

steps of textile and apparel manufacturing

processes from fiber extrusion to cutting and

assembling of garments. The MMF is comprised

of several different laboratories that offer unique

opportunities for joint

industry and academic

research and is an integral

part of the undergraduate

program at the College of

Textiles.
The Dyeing and

Finishing Pilot Plant

includes both sample and
production size machinery.

Capabilities exist in the

areas of preparation. fiber.
yarn fabric and garment

dyeing. and chemical fin-
ishing. Arrangements can
be made to use new drying

technologies such as
infrared. radio frequency or
microwave. which are

located in the Industrial
Electrotechnology
Laboratory.

The Long Staple
Laboratory has equipment
to make spun apparel yarns
and carpet yarns from long staple manmade
fibers or clean \tool. Carpet yarns can be con—
verted into carpet on our sample cut pile tufting
machine.

The Knitting laborator) was designed to

fit the educational needs ot our students and to

conduct applied research. It leaturcs state-of-the—
art circular single knit machines. a step jacquard
and fleece machines as well as ril». interlock.
double knit and pantyhose machines, Warp knit

1 1 4 Academics

fabrics can be produced on trieot. raschel and

weft insertion machines.
The Nonwoven Laboratory is used by

educational classes and industry. It features dry

web fonnation by gametting. carding or air lay-

ing. wet web fomtation. bonding by needle

punching. hydro—entanglement. thermal bonding.

and calender bonding to form nonwoven fabrics

for specific end use applications.

The Physical Testing Laboratory offers

services that encompass a wide variety of stan-

dard fiber. yarn and fab—
ric tests. These tests are

performed by qualified

technicians in the

Extension and Applied

Research Department.
The Short Staple

Yarn Processing

Laboratory is designed
to help meet the needs

of the textile industry in

applied research. State—

of—the-art machinery

converts bales of fiber

into spun yarn using the

modem cotton system.

Combed and carded

yarns can be processed.

Spinning capability

includes ring. open-end

and air—jet. Winding and

twisting operations fol-

low spinning for the
desired yarn package.

Services range from

evaluating the processibility of various fibers and

blends to running trials for the detennination of

optimum machine settings and speeds.

The Weaving Laboratory is designed for

applied research and is equipped to warp. size

and rebeam yarns for weaving. Weaving capabil—

ity
includes rapier. projectile. airjet. waterjet and

shuttle. Cam. dobby and jacquard designing is

available.

The mission of the College
of Textiles is to be the pre-
mier intemational institu-
tion for textile education.
providing education of the
highest possible quality to
degree and non-degree stu-
dents alike through the use i
of innovative teaching
techniques. and providing
a vision of the future.

Dean Robert A. Bamhardt

Today‘s Textiles and
Apparel Complex is truly
global and transnational in
every aspect of its busi—
ness. The Eli Whitney
Scholars Program address-
es the need for graduates
with global vision. man-
agerial and technological
knowledge. and language
and communication skills.
It is a joint undertaking by
the College of Textiles and
the College of Humanities
and Social Sciences. The
Eli Whitney Scholars
Program allows students to
earn two degrees: a BS in
Textile and Apparel
Management and a BA in
Multi—Disciplinary Studies.
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VETERINARY MEDICINE

Dean Oscar Fletcher's
office proudly boasts of
Robert Linnehan. an astro-
naut from the College of
Veterinary Medicine. who
blasted off on NASA‘s
90th shuttle mission this
spring. He is the first vet-
erinarian in the history of
NASA to go into space.

Dean Oscar J. F etcher

The College of Veterinary
Medicine unveiled a
bronze sculpture honoring
pets and the contribution
of animals to veterinary
science and human health
this year at the entrance to
the college's Veterinary
Teaching Hospital. The
sculpture features a life-
size likeness of Holly. a
yellow. once cancer—ridden
Labrador. and Tango. a
feline blood donor. The
two pets are owned by
Mary Szymkowski. a sec-
0nd~year student at the
college who was inspired
to become a veterinarian
by the cancer treatment
Holly received at the col-
lege's teaching hospital.
The sculpture was created
by Susan Draughon. a
native North Carolina artist
from Pittsboro.

Story by Kristen Spruill

Photos by Jennifer James

I ocal residents are up in arms about

a proposed NCSU slaughterhouse.
NC State‘s proposed slaughterhouse is

already causing a stink in the surrounding corn-
munity. At a community meeting held August
4. 1997. residents showed up in droves to
protest the addition of a slaughterhouse to the
university community. On or about August 3.
1997. residents received a
brochure that was a
notice to residents about
NCSU's proposed meat
processing laboratory,
which will be built on the
campus of the Veterinary
College with an anticipat—
ed completion date of
December. 1998.

Residents in the
area surrounding the vet-
erinary school were
served notice that the
university is planning to
operate a laboratory
which will. among other
things. “operate at a
small fraction of the
capacity of a commercial
meat processing plant.“
according to a fiyer pro-
duced by NCSU.

Kenneth

Esbenshade. animal sci-
ence (husbandry) department head. expressed
surprise that local residents would object to the
laboratory. billed in literature published by
NCSU as a “research and teaching facility
devoted to advancing the knowledge and tech-
nology of meat production and processing."

Officials at NCSU. however. have had
plenty of time to hear from opponents to the
laboratory.

In a letter dated May 21. 1997. Evelyn

Elkin Geifer. a doctor of veterinary medicine
(DVM). protested that the laboratory is unnec—

essary.
“No direct or indirect benefits to human

health and well-being would be achieved
through the proposed (laboratory) activities."
she wrote.

Two letters of protest note that currently
veterinary students who wish to learn how to
inspect meat to US Department of Agriculture
standards serve internships at commercial meat
processing plants. USDA inspection training is
one of the proposed functions of the laboratory.

“The cheaper.
more effective. and
already established train—
ing technique is to place
veterinary students in an
ongoing slaughter opera-
tion as an intern." wrote
Shawn Thomas. legal
counsel for People for
the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA).

The laboratory
will process approxi—
mately 14.150 animals a
month. Animals which
arrive at the laboratory
will not be kept
overnight. according to
NCSU literature. Waste
management for live ani—
mals consists of holding
pens under a roof with
screened drains to the
sewer. Waste products
will be treated before

they are disposed of. according to the presenta—
tion given at the community meeting.

Chancellor Larry K. Monteith addressed
the issue of the slaughterhouse. “There are
many people who strongly disagree with this."
he said. “We are an A and M school. and meat
safety and meat quality are very important to
those who are engaged in that enterprise. We
have done a poor job in communicating that to
the community."

Veterinary Medicine I 1 9



Derron Anthony Alves

Dempsy Maryland Ange 111
Rebecca Ann Arthur

James Patrick Barker
Thomas Edward Beacom

Amo B. Burbridge

Jill Katherine Clark

Johanna Briggs Clark

Laurin Hayworth Cooke

Anthony Scott Creech

Michelle Lee Crosier
Donna Tyson Dishman
David Henry Doyens
Kathryn Lee Ellmore
Michele Joyce Ewing

Brooke Tillou Ferguson
Marisara Fernandez

Geoffrey Ronald Frattini
Christine Susan Ganley

Katherine Ann Gamer
Susan Mary Geske

Scotty Alan Gibbs

Victoria Marie Graham
Nanette Lynn Hanshaw
Ashle ' abeth Horsman
Je " - -
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Sarah Marie Long

Julie Turpin McCormick

Robbie Jones McCracken

Mark Allan McGeough
Amanda Lee McKee
Joyce Ruth McMillian
Nicola Joanne Melliar—Smith

Jennifer Elizabeth Neal

Glenda Allen Noble

Cheryl Cheves Noe

Lea Grace Osborne
Melinda Anne Perry

Nancy Christine Peters
Amy Forister Pruitt
Lesli Rosfeld Reiff

Jamie Ruth Rhoades
Stacy Kay Robinson
Lance Chandler Rozear

Janine Sagris
Amber Elizabeth Seals

Noelle Ann Serocki

Basil Otto Sharp
Bonnie Jean Smith

Katherine Elaine Smith
John Mitchell Troutman

Karen Lynn Tyndall

' ' singer
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arRADUATE SCHOOL

Story by Daniel McDevitt

Photos by Marty Harvey

For many graduate students. school is

a grind. They log in 50+ hour weekends and
soon life becomes a blur of research. teaching. or
studying. Eventually. they may become so
immersed in their studies that tempers flair.
depression sets in or worse yet. a sense of futility
overwhelms them. Well. it doesn‘t have to be
that way. To illustrate. consider a couple of
members of the band Glass.
Glass is a band composed
of three members; two of
them whom. Dave and Lou.
are graduate students who
produce a blues-jazz sound
with a whit of folk element
and rock mixed in.
Hearing them for the first
time. one is instantly cap—
tured by the band‘s artistic
talent resonating from their
various stringed instru-
ments reinforced with the
lead singer's powerful
voice.

Given the bands
lifting sound and the real-
ization of the amount of
time needed to produce it.
coupled with the fact that
these are graduate students.
one can easily become
skeptical. These graduate
musicians are people like
you and l. spending ungodly hours in the lab.
teaching or studying. They are the same people
who go to bed bleary eyed and hung over from
brain drain. knowing the next morning they have
to get up a little earlier in order to tie up those

' “this. So how do the members of Glass
. My mm: to meet. compose music and play
slum s‘.‘ «I: ii'u‘} just using music as an excuse

r ‘ not study?
Actually. tlret aweting and composing

E 22 Academics

to procrastn,. .

sessions are the exact opposite. Their active pur—
suit of something they enjoy outside their fields
of study has not only enhanced their personal.
social. and emotional well being. but also their
academic pursuits.

As David Abbott. a physics education
graduate student at NC State puts it. “Playing in
the band has made me happier and more efficient
in doing things both inside and outside my
major. I‘m more efficient. innovative. and
spending the time playing is a refresher.“ But it

wasn‘t always like that
for him. Dave attended
the University of
Virginia and was work-
ing towards his Masters
Degree in Physics.
Soon he was neck deep
in the grad school grind.
struggling and not being
able to play music.
Knowing he had to paci—
fy his gnawing desire
for learning new musical
experiences. he sought a
solution.

Dave became
aware of a group on the
UVA campus. called the
UVa. Collegium
Musicum who played
renaissance music.
Much of the music was
created with the use of a
stringed instrument
called the viola da

gamba. the predecessor to the cello. Enchanted
by the instrument. Dave vowed that he would
make time away from his physics studies and
take up the instrument.

He was soon playing every composition
produced for it he could get his hands on. His
studies became easier. his work more productive
and his disposition much better.

The newest branch of NC
State’s Alumni Association
likely will not be in some
remote area of the US. but
in distant Asia. This is due
in large part to the efforts
of Dean Stewart. who
recently traveled halfway
around the world to famil-
iarize alumni in Taiwan
and Hong Kong with
recent events surrounding
the NCSU campus. as well
as general happenings
within North Carolina.

Dean Debra W. Stewart

Ten of the top teaching
assistants (TAs) were cho-
sen at the Teaching
Assistant Awards on April
2. 1998. receiving $100
each for their efforts. The
l() were chosen by a panel
of seven graduates from 30
TAs who had been nomi-
nated. The 10 winners of
the TA awards and their
respective majors were:
Catherine M. Clark.
botany: Timothy Michael
Frey. statistics; Shira
Fruchtman. zoology:
Cherilyn Louise Heggen.
poultry science: Jennifer
Ingram. genetics: Leslie
Fay Jackson. zoology:
Thomas K. Mitchell. plant
pathology: James P.
O‘Keefe. psychology:
Nathanial Smith. English;
and Matthew S. Wallace.
entomology.
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JLTY RETIREMENTS

Adams, Dewey A., College of Education and Psychology, retired December 31, 1997.
Arnold, John R., College of Education and Psychology, retired December 31, 1997.
Bateman, Durward F., College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired September 30, 1997.
Buckmaster, H. Leo, Finance and Information Systems Division, retired July 31, 1997.
Bradbury, Phyllis C., College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired December 31, 1997.
Bunn, Linda R, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired September 30, 1997.

i 1 . Caruolo, Edward V. College of Agriculture and Life Sciences will retire September 30,1998.
‘3‘ Cobb Grover C., College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, retired July 31,1997.

,Eollins, Carroll E. College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired October 31,1997.
gbs, Russell C., Division of Student Affairs, retired July 1,1997.

Davis, A. Clarke. College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired July 1, 1997.
Davis, Anne L., College of Engineering, retired July 1, 1997.
Fuller Jr., Earl H., Collge of Engineering, retired August 31,1997.

., Garwig. Paul L., NCSU Libraries, retired February 28,1998.
"“‘Gay. Robert W.,College ofAgriculture and Life Sciences, retired July 1,1997.
Gilbert, John H., College of Humanities and Social Sciences, retired December 31,1997.
Gurley, Edward D.,College of Engineering, retired December 31,1997.

H,‘ ~- ,, “Hamm, Jr., Thomas E., College of Veterinary Medicine, retired December 31, 1997.
is“ “i" ‘ Ham's, Jr., Edwin E, University Architect, Facilities Division, retired January 31, 1998.

Jones. Evan E., College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired December 31, 1997.
Katzin, Gerald R, College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences. retired December 31, 1997.
Lucas, Leon T., Collge of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired January 31, 1998.
Matthews, Neely F. J., College of Engineering, will retire June 30, 1998.

. . McClain, Jack M., College of Humanities and Social Sciences, retired July 1. 1997.
' é-Mu'lholland Jarries A, Colleg of Humanities and Social Sciences, will retire June 30,1998.

' fl," Pasour,31%;:th C. College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired December 31,1997.
Peary,-Jerot‘fiélg College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired December 31,1997.
Phillips,Richard E., College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired September 30,1997.
Rice, Barbara s., Division of Student Affairs, will retire May 31,1998.
Robbins, Woodrow E., College of Engineering, retired December 31, 1997.
Roberts, John C., College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired August 31, 1997.
Savage, Robert G., College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, retired July 31, 1997.
Smith, J.C., College of Engineering. will retire June 30, 1998.
Smith, Jr., William A., College of Engineering, retired December 31, 1997.
Snow, Nancy H., College of Humanities and Social Sciences. retired December 31. 1997.
Stanislaw, Charles M., College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired July 31, 1997.
Stuber, Charles W., College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired January 3. 1998.
Tilley, D. Ronald, College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences. will retire June 30. l998.
Tomasino, Charles. College of Textiles, retired September 1, 1997.
VanderLugt, Marilyn J., Division of Student Affairs, retired December 3 l, 1997.
Van Eck, Ngaire, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired Jul _\' l. 1997.

’ Wilk, John C.. College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, retired December 31, 1997.
Zorowski, Carl F., College of Engineering, retired December 31. 1997.

t Faculty Retirements 1 1i:



MONTGOMERY

SECURITIES

MONTGOMERY SECURlTlES is a nationally recognized investment banking/

stock brokerage firm that primarily focuses on emerging growth companies in

four industry sectors: Consumer Services. Financial Services. Health Care and

Technology.

Montgomery is unique among investment banks.

. We are the largest investment bank on the West Coast with approximately

700 employees.

° Montgomery has maintained a consistent and focused strategy for 2-1 years.

which has resulted in a leadership position in each of our four industry sectors.

0 Montgomery's closely integrated Corporate Finance. Research, and Sales

Trading Departments provide our clients with superior service.

QUALIFICATIONS

Montgomery Securities offers a unique opportunity for professional and personal growth for

self-motivated. enterprising individuals. We are looking for candidates with outstanding

work. academic and extracurricular achievements. Familiarity with financial concepts and

strong quantitative and analytical skills. along with computer proficiency are important. ln

addition, high energy. a desire to excel, personal integrity and strong communication skills

are essential for success.

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

Montgomery Securities hasjob opportunities in many areas ofthc firm including Sales and

lra 7; Research, Corporate Finance. MlS. (‘ommunications. Operations and Accounting.

‘ 'npetitive salary and benefits package. For further information regarding

ernpig» ‘ ir‘ttmitics, please send your resume to: Montgomery Securities. 600

Montgo. street. San Francisco. (‘A 941 l l. or fax resume to: (415) 627-2028.



We are proud to be a part of NCSU.

ABB Power T&D Company is proud to be a part of the NC State

Community. All of our employees in the Raleigh area extend our

sincere congratulations to this year's class of graduates.

As the leading supplier of electric power transmission and

distribution equipment in the US. and around the world, ABB

understands the commitment necessary to come out at the head of

the class.

We salute your dedication and extend our best wishes for the

future. Your efforts and innovations will determine the direction

of technology in the next century.

ENGINEERING FOR THE NEW CENTURY NOW

ABB Power T&D Company Inc.

1021 Main Campus Drive

Raleigh, NC 27606
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CONSTRUCTION, INC.

2320 TEN-TEN ROAD / PO. BOX 868

5527 Hmsborough Street APEX, NORTH CAROLINA 27502

38.3.1613th 27606
TELEPHONE (919) 851-121 1

Congratulations Class of‘98 1 s I‘ COLONY . STUDIO

Fred Whitaker Company

421 Maywood Avenue
Raleigh, NC
919-832-8383

YARN AND FIBER PROCESSORS Cold Beer Good Movies
Fun Times



Want to make your

mark on the future?

manufacturer of communications equipment in the .

0.00.00....0.00......OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

leader in voice data and video tronelniSsion s '
Hmonlmces ’ ' a

0.00....

Alcatel Network gym”, serving mior carriers throufitout North Amer

29" ml“ “'9" RM Right now, we’re looking for the ill hridhtestto

Raleigh nc 27608 E , , , . .
E help us maintain our lead me 1- ~ustry... bringing

v tomorrow’s technology othe world today.
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an equal opportunity employer



We are proud to be a part of NCSU.

ABB Power T& D Company is proud to be a part of the NC State
Community. All of our employees in the Raleigh area extend our
sincere congratulations to this year's class of graduates.

As the leading supplier of electric power transmission and
disrtribution equiptment in the US. and around the world, ABB
understands the commitment necessary to come out at the head of
the class.

We salute your dedication and extend our best wishes for the
future. Your efforts and innovations will determine the direction
of technology in the next century.

ENGINEERING FOR THE NEW CENTURY NOW

ABB Power T&D Company me,
A II I!1021 Main Campus Drive

Raleigh, NC 27606 I‘IIID

CHOLASTIC

ADVERTISING, INC.

Advertising Specialists and Consultants

Providing professional sales and service support

for University and College Yearbooks

Two offices to serve you:

In the East - Call 1-800-964-0777

1n the West - Call 1-800-964-0776
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(‘uban leader Fidel Castro greets

Pope John Paul 11 after the Pope’s

historic mass in Havana's Plaza of the

Rm olntmn on January 25. 1998. The
H :3 i called for the creation of a new
wucty otl’ering “peace. justice and
trccdom" in Cuba.

Chairman of the

Palestine

Liberation

Organization and

president of the

Palestinian

National

Authority. Yasser

Arafat was one of

the key leaders in

trying to maintain

peace in the

Middle East.

Arafat assumed

leadership of

Arabs within

lsrael‘s occupied

territories. The 68

year—old leader

continued to play

an important role

in the peace

process throughout

the year.

The island of Montserrat was devas-
tated in July 1995 when its volcano
became active after 400 quiet years.
In June 1997. another eruption
destroyed the capital and send resi-
dents packing. Only about 5.000 of
the original 11.000 people living on
the island remained.



ill the World the Pope

‘ made an alipl‘éC'édflll‘ed visit to

Communist Cuba... Montserrat was

subjected to natural devastation... U.S.

and Soviet astronauts were aboard the

often faulty Space Station Mir

: orbiting the Earth... Israel and the

\ Palestinians continued to work

‘ towards peace... and Saddam

Hussein was never too far from the

headlines.

In late May. Americans ended their
involvement with Russia’s space sta-
tion, Mir. Several astronauts from the
US. lived and worked in the 12—year-
old station. This mission stirred up
much controversy due to numerous
mishaps, including a fire and a COiih
sion with a supply ship.

Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu halted Middle East
peace proceedings indefinitely after
two suicide bombings in Jerusalem
during the summer of 1907.
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Waiting near St. James' Palace to lol—

lo\\ Diana‘s coffin to Westminster
Abbey. the Duke ol‘ Edinburgh.

Prince William. Earl Spencer. Prince

Harry. and Prince Charles stand

solemnly. The funeral was held on
Saturday. September (1. 1997.

RM Photo

Princess Diana arriving at London's
[)orchester Hotel on July 4. 1996. to

attend a charity event supporting The

Shaukat Khanum Memorial Hospital

in Pakistan. The hospital was just

one of the many charitable organiza-
tions Diana supported.



RM Photo

It is said that for every generation there is a

moment that remains forever framed in time. For

this generation, that moment might actually span

a few days rather than a few seconds. For a few

days in September, the world stood together,

watched, and paid tribute to two ladies. Those

days in September saw the

untimely death of the “People’s

Princess”, Diana, and the loss

of Mother Teresa, characterized

After meeting privately on June 18.
1997, Mother Teresa and Princess
Diana say goodbye. The two met for
40 minutes at The Missionaries of
Charity in the South Bronx section of
New York.

RM Photo

Outside the British Embassy in
Washington. Katie Braun and her
mother Kathye Fans of Alexandria.
Virginia look over the flowers and
cards left in Diana‘s memory follow-

ing her death. The Embass_\ was a
magnet for Americans mourning the
loss of Princess Diana.



'U L L
lltvttse intern

\liiniea leninsky
nu itsnl l’residettt

i wt in «WhiningY
a se\ual atlair
xx ith her in the
White House.

'l‘hese allegations
were strongly
denied by the
President in
January. as

Independent
Council Kenneth
Starr investigated

the matter. inelud-
ing the possible
perjury it repre-

sented for the
President in the

Paula Jones
sexual

harassment ease.
Associated

Defending himself against
allegations of sexual misco

mestigation in 1998. Howeve s
‘ ~ ‘e‘was also accused ofob t-

he
on
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On September It). 1997. (,‘helsea
Clinton traded the security of the
White House for a dorm rootn at
Stanford Universit_. l)espite moving
across the country from her parents.
she was not completely on her own.
Secret Service agents made the tnove
with her and bulletproof glass was
installed throughout the dorm.

RM Photo

Although initially plagued by com-
puter glitches and communication
problems. NASA‘s Mars Pathfinder
mission was deemed a success. The
Pathfinders rover. natned Sojourner.
roamed Mars for thirty days collect—
ing data and taking pictures. The pic-
tures were sent back and viewed by
television and internet audiences.

As Senator of Tennessee. Fred
Thompson fulfilled many roles.
Among other things. he worked to cut
federal spending. and chaired a sub—
committee on youth violence.
However. he is best known as an actor
in such movies as “Curly Sue." and
“The Hunt for Red October".

RM Photo
As Madeline

Albright replaced

Warren

Christopher as

Secretary of State

in 1997. she made

sure her presence

was felt around

the world. She

quickly earned a

reputation of being

tough and taking a

no—nonsense

stance against for-

eign leaders.

Among other

things. Albright

travelled to the

Mideast after

warning Saddam

Hussein to comply

with US. sanc—

tions or face a mil-

itary strike against
RM Pholo ”mp



CHANGING OF

The 15th president of the UNC System. Molly Corbett

Broad, became the first woman ever to hold the position.

The inauguration took place in Reynold's Coliseum on

Wednesday, April 29. 1998. and was host to such guests as

Governor Jim Hunt and Martin Lancaster.

Harvey

NC State

Alter eight years as Chancellor. Larry Monteith announced

his retirement. Monteith cited the enormous milestones

ahead of NCSU as part of his decision saying that although

he would enjoy providing the leadership to reach the goals.

it required someone "who can make a longer commitment

that [his] age allows."



THE GUARD

Fox takes over for Monteith, Broad

becomes new president of the system

The first woman

to hold the posi-

tion. Dr. Marye

Anne Fox was

named NC

State‘s twelfth

chancellor-elect

in 1998. A

renowned

chemist and

member of the

National

Academy of

Science, Fox

comes from the

University of

Texas at Austin.

In Austin, Dr.

Fox served as

vice president

of research. as

well as profes-

sor. researcher.

publisher. and

mentor to stu-

dents.

Hurve)‘ NC State
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ates Avenue and

an Allen Drive. The new facility

’ » ‘illghoase physilcalfihesapyglhealgth 1,
ation. and counseling as well as

tedical center and pharmacy.

Seniors in the
School of

Design work on
projects. The

Schoolof
Design celebrat-
ed its 50th year

in 1998.
Established in

1948‘ the school
was originally
comprised of

landscaping and
architecture. and
has since added
graphic design.

industrial design.
and art and

design.



State worker’s unionize against

privatization... Monteith retires

and Fox becomesfirst woman

chancellor... Health Services

Building construction on cor-

ner of Cates and Dan Allen...

HELIOS project wins in New

Mexico... Pack defeats Tarheels

in Reynold's... Jenny Chang

elected Student Body

President... snow on campus...

Hillsborough Street erupted with
over 1500 fans on the evening of
February let after the men‘s basket-
ball team defeated the Carolina
Tarheels at home in Reynold's.

HELIOS. A team of engineering
and design students and faculty built
working prototypes of a robot. lunar
lander and habitat module for the
Space '98 Robotics Competition.
The group won the competition that
was held in Albuquerque. NM in
April. The event is part of an effort
to help NASA make the moon habit;
able by 2010.

College of Engineering
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Biochemistry major.
Chang was elected 5
President. but not wi
versy. Chang was di

two days after the
election for receiv—
ing three warnings
from the Elections
Board. She was
reinstated a few
days later after her
appeal helped get
one of the warnings
m'erturned.



Students in the

snowballs.

lowing day.

Stewux

“Court of North
Carolina“ built snowmen and threw

The snow covered cam—
pus for most of the day, but was gone
in time for Classes to resume the fol-

A newly formed

NC State

worker’s union

marched

through down-

town in con-

junction with

Martin Luther

King Day cele-

brations. The

worker's

marched to

protest the pos-

sible privatiza—

tion of their

jobs.



The popularity of The Dave RM Photo After winning the
Matthews Band continued to .
ll'tcl‘casc with their third major label \ = 1997 MTV MUSIC
album. “Before These Crowded a N ‘ .. ,
Streets." The album followed a 1997 -' K - " Award for Best
double CD release of a live perfor- a

New Artistniance recorded in Colorado.

.. _ ~ .5 .. ‘ in a Video.“
[I seemed as though Paula Cole’s ‘ N. .
arrival at the top of the music charts Fiona Apple
came out of nowhere. Her song. ._ .
“Where Have All The Cowboys ‘ gave a
Gone?" made it to number one and I ' V. .
helped her earn a Grammy Award. / V controvers1al

RM tho acceptance speech

in which she

criticized the

industry that

awarded her. In

1998. Fiona then

won a Grammy for

“Best Female Rock

Vocal

Performance" for

her video

"Criminal."

They may not dance like professionals, write all of .~’ ‘ i
their songs, or know how to play any instruments, but 'I
the Spice Girls do not care and neither do their fans.
Their music emphasized “Girl Power” through upbeat
melodies and positive lyrics. In January, 1998, they
became actresses as well as musicians with the open— |
ing ofwtheir movie “Spice World,” a flop in America.



Although she had been singing folk—
rock music years before stars like

Jewel. it was not until the release ot‘
her album. “A Few Small Repairs"
that Shawn (‘olyin made it big. She
won a Grammy for ”Record of the
Year” and also “Song ol the Year” for
her hit single. “Sunny Came Home."

RM Photo

I
I

RM Photo

With the release of his album. Before becoming teen sensations.
“Everywhere." Tim MeGraw became Hanson wrote music in their garage
America‘s hottest country singer. He and performed outside clubs. The

‘ . . e - 1 < V - 4 4 . ,j ,also became a father when his Wm). brothers trom Oklahoma haw mm
{M Photo sold over $12 million in album sales.

Faith Hill. had a baby in May 1997.
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Three years and

3()() million dollars

later. the latest

movie version of

the story ol‘ Titanic

was released.

Director Jatnes

Cameron‘s

“Titanic" exceeded

all expectations and

eventually sur-

passed Star Wars

as the top grossing

film in America‘s

history. “Titanic“

walked away from

the Academy

Awards with eleven

Oscars. though

none went to the

movie‘s actors.

which included

Kate Winslet and

Leonardo

DiCaprio. leth (‘entur_\ Fo\

Notable People Who Passed On

RM Photo

- i?
T" '."f /
we“)

I‘9'

x}

Folk singer John Denver
(l‘)43-l‘)97). died when he
crashed the small project
plane he was flying. Denver

\ :t\ most famous for his hit
“Rock_\ Mountain High."

May 1997 - May l998

Bebe (last dolphin to play Flipper)
Sonny Bono (singer. politician)
Lloyd Bridges (actor)
Harry Caray (hasehall announcer)
John Denver (singer)
Diana. Princess of Wales (royal)
Nancy Dickerson (journalist)
James Dickey (\iritcr)
Chris Farley (comic)
Heaven‘s Gate (cttlt)
Ben Hogan (golfer)
Richard Hornherger (writer)
Michael Huchence (musician)
Kenny (South Park)
Michael Kennedy (a Kenneth)

Charles Kuralt (journalist)
Audra Lindley (actress)

J. Anthony Lukas (writer)
Linda McCartney

(photographer. BEATLE wile)
Burgess Meredith (actor)
Robert Mitchum (actor)
Pol Pot (dictator)
Terry Sanford (politician)
Seinfeld (the TV show)

Betty Shabazz. PhD
(Malcoltn X‘s widow)

Red Skelton (comic)
DI‘. Spock (author)
Jimmy Stewart (actor)
Brandon Tartikofl‘ (executive)
Mother Teresa (nun)
Gianni Versace (designer)
Tammy Wynette (singer)



Winter Olympics... Inaugural Season of WNBA... Bull’s

win 5th NBA Championship... Martina Hingis becomes

youngest woman to win Wimbledon... Denver Broncos

bring the AFC their first Championship in 13 years.....

Mike Tyson bites Holyfield’s ear in title bout...

Marlins win Major

League World Series...

In their fifth year in Major League Baseball. the

Florida Marlins became World Champions in

1997. The Marlins tied the Cleveland Indians in the

ninth inning in the seventh game. and went on to
win during the eleventh inning with a score of 3-2.

In one of the most competitive games in Super Bowl his-

tory. John Elway and Terrell Davis led the Denver

Broncos to a 31-24 upset of the Green Bay Packers in

Super Bowl XXXII. The Broncos’ first championship
ended the l3~year AFC Super Bowl losing streak.

5
RM Photo

The WNBA
(Women‘s National
Basketball

Association) com-
pleted its inaugural

season with the

Houston Comets
defeating the New
York Liberty for

the championship.
The league
announced it would
expand from eight

to ten teams in
1998.
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0 Industrial Fabrics

0 Apparel Fabrics / Home Furnishings

JPS Textile Group, Inc.

555 North Pleasantburg Drive, Suite 202
Greenville, SC 29607

(864)239-3900
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”whoMun/Vac I hon-m

Congrats to North Carolina State University ’3
Graduating 0055

Our successes at a procmincnt supplier and manufacturer v
spechlty chemicals to a global marketplace are made possibl-
through superior technologies, strong cumomor relationships. .
inor: importantly —- pooplc.

Ourtwnisconstanflygmwinginaudisciplincafi'omsaics .
finance, fiom marketing to engineering, and “march :-
dcvclopmcm to infomation systcms. As technology
advancements we presented and nude possible by MD. the -
force attracts new and maintains long—tum msiomu Maliooships
through strong people skills and technical knowledge.

Ifyou enjoy a challenging. supportive. and fun work environment,
thcn 13ch is a place for 3min to build a cam: We (:52
outstanding benefits at our facilities worldwide and promote
wonkfoi‘cc diversity.

wwwbmdclrbornxou
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Single source solutions in:
' “"sllL‘I‘ and wastcnatcr ' Ci\il engineering
° Transportation - Environmental reatoratinn
° Structural engineering 0 Solid and hnmrdntii wane
' Site design ° Road“ ay and bridge design

Rust Environment 8: Infrastructure

DSIO Six Forks Road. Suite 300 ' Raleigh. \T ‘ WWW 676 5100

HOBART SALES & SERVICE
540 PYLON DRIVE
RALEIGH, NC 27606

(919) 828-1257
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.» roux SHORTS!

You’ll-score:b' :lnilllllllll’
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quality gréige, ' ‘I
fabrics far all ‘
your
apparel,
needs. a
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FABRICS

Congratulations to the Class of I998!

DEVICES
Seek a career in innovative banking with

NBC Bank FSB
Pat Dixon/Deene Kennon

Our Financial Service Representatives possess

a strong orientation in sales and service. Join a

growing organization that provides an exciting

professional environment with opportunities

for career growth!

@FSB/MEMBER FDIC

Greensboro Operation
Human Resources Consultants

79/0 TRIAD CENTER DRIVE' GREENSBORO. NC 27409-9605 '(9I0)668-951l
FAX: (910) 668-0101
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WADI; Bkmw

ERIC BRYANT

KA’I ”HUM:
BUL‘KINUHAM

SHANNON BUMGARNER

Emu-Mi BUR

CLAIRE: BUR'IUN

JASON BL'RI'ON
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RICHARD CABI'
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Jennifer in Bernard,

We love
you 4, your excitement for life

We admire
your grace, courage, and self confidence

We appreciate

your love of family and friends

We trust
in your many talents and skills

We believe
you have the wisdom to use them well

We know
you are capable of accomplishing anything you decide to do

We remember...

Mom and Dad

Kristopher R. Smith

Life is a balance-

as long as you use

the right scale.

Mary Catherine Pollard

fl"?- _

Congratulations on a

4 years.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and

VVhfiney

Congratulations Mary!

he air, so proud of you!

' , 5mm and Dad
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CONGRATULATIONS TO

JERRY SHANNON JACKSON

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

METEOROLOGY

Your initial goal in ife was to seek out a new
profession with new opportunities.
With non-interference your Prime Directive

You kept you phaser set on stun
Since mankind is often highly illogical
You’ve learned that Havin is not so pleasing a
thing as Wanting; it is not logical but it is often
true.

Now with your new degree in meteorology it’s
now your turn to go out into the world and
boldly go where few men have gone before.
It’s nowM goal to live long and prosper

But just remember, don’t put all your ranking
officers into one shuttlecraft
WhenM logic fails, remember where to

place your trust; in God, for in Him,
ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE.

Our love, pride, hopes, and dreams
now extend to the next generation
Enjoy the trek, Shannon

We love you

Our love forever,
Mama, Daddy, and
Christopher
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Congevfiaflons

5%;chamel

Keith we congratulate yo for your hard work and out-

standing achievement. Your goals are high. You are

an ambitious, determined person. We are proud of

you, and confident you will succeed in whatever you

set your mind to do. We support your decisons. You

are a level headed person.

We knew you would graduate from NC. State. You had the deter-
mination it takes. You will be successful! Keith we love you.

Your Parents, and Grandparents.

Congratulations

Jennifer Leah Knight

IIYOU DID IT KIDDOII

CONGRATULATIONS ON A SUCCESSFUL

COLLEGE CAREER. WE LOVE YOU VERY

MUCH AND ARE SO PROUD OF WHAT YOU

HAVE ACCOMPLISHED. HARD WORK AND

DETERMINATION WILL ENSURE SUCCESS IN

YOUR FUTURE ENDEAVORS AND OUR

LOVE AND SUPPORT WILL FOLLOW YOU

WHEREVER YOU GO. A SUCCESSFUL AND

HAPPY FUTURE AWAITS YOU.

LOVE ALWAYS,

MOM AND DAD
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Congratulations

Billy Parker

We are so proud of the hard work you

put forth and never giving up

or forgetting your goals. God Bless.

Love,

Mama, Daddy, and Jennifer

Congratulations

Frank J. Pereira, Jr.

Frank, while leisure suits may be a
thing of the past, hard work and
determination are not. With the Lord’s
help, your efforts have gotten yu to this
significant milestone in your life. You‘ve
made us all proud. Congratulations and
best wishes!

Love,
Dad and Mom, Janene and Joy



Heather,
What a journey it has been from Stepping Stones Pre-

School in Falmouth, Maine to NC. State University in Raleigh,
North Carolina! We could not be any prouder of you and your
accomplishment! While we still see
you as our little girl we realize you
are now a successful woman with
unlimited potential ahead of you.

May God continue to bless you.

We love you!

Mom & Dad

CONGRATULATIONS

SENIORS...

THE AGROMECK

STAFF

wishes you luck in

the future
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BEN REiflYfi-ILEQ
‘ SCHOLASTIC

b , ADVERTlSlNG, we

Advertising Specialists
and Consultants

providing
professional sales
and service support
for University and
College Yearbooks.

mm save

Celebrate America Recycles Day on November 15m.
l1 would meal/11hr) world to all of us For a free brochure.

800 964 O7 7 6 call I—BOO-CALL-EDF or V1511 our web sne at www edl om

g
5:1 eEPA @F

Prowdlng Real Value
to the Poultry lndustry

103:3 Swabla Court
P O Box l3989
Research Trange Pam. NC 27709-3989

lglfll 82l 70555 Raleigh
l9‘9l 941-5185 Durham

ATIONS

FROM

A

' {END
L a, i-

you'd bl surprised how much one your 01 sorvico can do
tor your country. your ammo. and your future.
AMERICORPS. GEUING THINGS DONE
H11Pl/zWWW.CNS.GOV
CALL 1-800'9‘02-2677



Forget what you’ve heard about gigantic depart—
ments With big-time anonymity. Teamwork is the
keystone of GM’s global success today. We’ve
knocked down the walls Opened up a free exchange
of ideas and information. Where you have the chance
to make a real difference. And the better your ideas
and Information, the faster your rise up the Corporate
ladder (that‘s one thing we haven’t changed).

lo iom the team with the driving difference,
send your resume to: GM Education Relations.
tax: (313) 556-9165. For additional information,
v151t our web site at: littp://Www.grn.ct)m/edu rel
leamwork that touches the world.
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.\t the heginning ol each fall. the fans of
\\ollp.u k loothall hegin with great expectations.
H l his is the year, man. when we get it all going!" is
a common phrase heard all over campus. Armchair
athletes from every walk oli lite salivate over the new
crop ol lireshmen. the seniors who will make this
”their year" and the news from the coaching staff
that the team is the mOst solidified they‘ve seen in
\Vt’clr).

But for the two seasons previous to the 1997
campaign. those expectations were quickly deflated
hy l)d(‘ls*t0*l)£l€k losing seasons. After suffering
through the two 3A8 campaigns prior to this year,
\\'ollpack fans began to get a bit weary ot‘all the
hype that surrounds the tall and perhaps felt that
the upper echelons of the coaching staff that annu—
ally praised their "solidified squad" needed some
drastic changes.

1997 would hold a different ending for the
tired. same old story {or the Pack. however. And
the ending started, oddly enough. at the begine
I1111g.
The Pack opened up their season with one oi“

their toughest challenges, a road match up with
Syracuse University. ranked among one ol~ the top
teams in the country duringr the pre—season. The
odds were heavily stacked against the Pack. but after
four quarters they found themselves knotted up at
12.;th and heading to the first overtime game in
ACC history. Syracuse struck first. and converted
on the extra pmnt to hold a seven point advantage.
But the Pack stormed hack. and after scoring they
huddled up tor a quick twtrpomt conversion.
catching Syracuse off guard. Before the
()rangemen knew it. quarterback_]a1me Barnette
hooked up with lorry Holt at the goal line l‘()1‘ the
conversion and the win. It was college l‘oothall's
lirst lug upset of the year. and would be the first of
six loi’ the l’ack.

l he State players neier lost their team unity
drawing strength liroin the rubber bands they wore
on their wrists. State would win the final three
games of the season. with a +5428 win over
.\lai‘\l.til(l. .i 0,1er win oyer a tough Virginia team
and a 1772}. exclamation point against rival l‘iast
(Iarolina. So the l’ack finished with a winning
record of t) 7,. the team's liirst since 1901.. And
perhaps more inipol‘taiitly tor the Pack teams olithe
lltlllll‘. head coach \likc (VCain earned a five year
tontiart t~\tt-iision. and helped ensure that State.
ll,t‘»lllL‘ tui Itt'tl the corner. remains firmly on track.
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as one of NC State's must v01»
.satilc players in Ikm7, after xcei
ing limlled playing “me as a
backup fullback the luxt three
xezmuns. [n the team's 1‘1er
three gnmcx u} the «anon.
K111: rushed '22 llnh‘N fnr I“)
\‘m‘dx. d 3.1 MINI» per un‘lw
memge. In 11w I).IL‘1\"\ game at
Duke. ng plckml up 73 \dl‘tlx
on luxt mght «uu'nc-x. mvludmg
.: b1}; [3 NM (nuchdmxn run m
the first half.
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lmebacker. put up numbers all
across the stat sheet vs. Clemsont
He had seven firstehit tackles and
II assisted stops to record 18
tackles. his hlghest stngle game
total since he tallted 19 stops vs‘
the Tlgers last year. He also
asststed on a quarterback sack.
had a tackle for a loss. broke up a
pass and caused a Clemson lum~
ble. Brown. who has led the
\Voll‘pack m tackles the last two
Vears, 15 well on the way to
becoming the lirxt NC State
player to lead the team m tackles
llll‘t’t‘ conseculne SEEISUn\t
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Under the direction of coach George
ll‘arantini. and using the experience ofseven
seniors and the talent of twelve newcomers, the
Pack started the season strong. with four
straight wins. including an impressive comer
fromebehind 3—2 OT victory over nationally
ranked Louisville in the Adidas/Wolfpack
Classic, before falling to then No. I ranked
lndiana.

After the loss to the Hoosiers. the Pack went
on a {our game winning streak. defeating four
nationally ranked teams and earning recogni—
tion as the No. 4. team in the nation. Among
State's victims. Penn State, and Atlantic Coast
Conference foes Maryland and Clemson.

In what will go down as one of the greatest
games ever to be played at the famed Method
Road soccer stadium, the Pack defeated rival
Virginia, 2—1 in overtime in front of its largest
home crowd of the season. Freshman forward
Nick Olivencia scored both goals for State, the
first goals to be scored by the Pack on the
Cavalier defense in four years.
The Pack struggled over the next few games,

falling to Wake Forest and Radford, and drop-
ping a hard fought match with Duke, 1—0, on a
goal that came offa penalty shot in the second
half. The Pack's seven seniors picked up their
final win at Method Road with a victory over
UNC—Chapel Hill.

State's season came to a close with a loss to
Wake Forest in the ACC tournament in
Orlando, Florida.

by — KIM GAFFNEY
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Hm .\(.I State cross countiy program enjoyed one of
L- i I! \ “(attest seasons ever. a pretty great lieat considering
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by - Ktm Gaff/78y-
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the program is one of the Pack's strongest. Under coach
Rulltt- Geiger. the men's and women‘s team captured the
Atlantic Coast Conference championships for the
unprecedented third time in as many seasons.

Both teams dominated the seasoneopening \Niollipack
lnvttational. where Pack stars Laura Rhoads and Abdul
Alztndant recorded their first victories oftheir colle~
giate careers.

Both teatns proved their strength at the North
Carolina Collegiate Championships as well. Both walked
away with etisv victories. outshining 13 other schools
from the state. including ACC foes LlNCeChapel Hill
and \Vake Forest. The men‘s team was so dominant that
not only did they sweep first through fifth places. but
the eight V'Vollipaclx' runners to complete the race were
also the first eight men to cross the finish line.

At the conference championships. it was business as
usual for the Pack. The women captured their 16th title
ever. with three freshmen coming in the top five. and
Rhoads again leading the way. finishing second overall.
On the men's side. no one else had a chance. Only five
runners scored for each teatn. but the Pack placed six in
the top ten. Overall. 10 runners. Corby Pons. Chan
Pons. Brenda Rogers. Robbie Howell. Allindani. Joe
W'irgau. Rhoads. Amy Beyrich. Sarah Gray, Erin
Musson. and Meredith Faircloth earned AlleACC
Honors.
The Pack advanced to the National Championships

for the third year in a row with victories at the District
meet. Rhoads won the women's race. as it was the State
womens turn to blow away the competition. On the
men's side. the margin ofvictory wasn‘t quite so
lopsided. but three runners placed in the top ten. and
the buzz was that Geiger and the Pack had side—lined two
Allm~\CC runners to rest them up for the National
meet. In all. when the meet was over. not only did the
Pack wall; away with their second straight District title.
but ten oli 1.]. runners earned AllvDistrict honors. as all
ten of the Pack‘s scorers finished in the top 25.

\Nhile the women. though hindered by injury and
sickness. battled to an [1th place finish. the men's team
used their experience from the past two seasons of
disappointment to turn in the Puck's second best finish
ewi' at the National meet. State finished sixth overall.
one spot above their ranking iii the National polls.
(Ilian l’ons and Brendan Rodgers. as well as Rhoatls.
earned :\llr.‘\mcrican honors.
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L75; It 15110! likely that anyone will forget the
I'm? ()8 men's basketball season at NC State.

r11," ii: [n his seL‘Ond season with the VVolf‘pack. CoachLn,
\ Herb Sendek once again dazzled the \Voll‘pack

community, overcoming eveiy obstacle that was

Early in the {997798 season, Damon Thornton,
went down with another injury. followed by two of

L his VVolfpack teammates, and a feeling of DEja vu
J— set in at Reynolds Coliseum.

But behind the veteran leadership of
seniors (LC. Harrison and lshua Benjamin, and
the talent of newcomers like Kenny lnge, Ron
Kelly, and Archie Miller. the Pack battled back

\/:< once again, playing in its second consecutive post—
season for the first time since 1987—88 and [988—
89 when the late‘Iim Valvano was still at the helm

@ of the Wolfpack program.
State's freshmen made an impact. with

Kenny Inge making a strong case for ACC Rookie
@ ofthe Year honors. and at the end ofthe season

being named to the conference's AlleFreshman
team.

[D Amongst the most guarded memories of
the 1997798 season for Woll‘pack fans will be the
weekend in February when the Wolfpack men and
women defeated archirivals UNC-Chapel Hill
back~to-back. The men's win 86~72 in Chapel

(6/ Hill on national television sent swarms of fans to
Hillsborough Street, and brought hundreds to
Reynolds to greet the homecoming victors.

: The Pack once again looked to tear
é through the ACC tournament, but was once again

knocked out of the post—season gala by rival UNC—
Chapel Hill.

But again mirroring the previous season,
the VVoll‘pack added posteseason excitement with

< two NIT games at Reynolds Coliseum.
: As Wolfpack l‘ans count down the games

[—\

until State is playing in bigger arenas, literally,
1997—98 made memories that fans will cherish
i‘o reve r.

by *Kl/fl Gaffneyi
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_ SWIMMING & DIVING

In [997798. the Wolfpack swimmers and divers
battled back towards the top of the Atlantic Coast

1: Conference. once again letting their statements in the
water and in the air stand alone.

[k Senior Kevin Cutts. an ACC champion in diving as a
junior. battled an early season back injury with tenacity

/ and drive. to not only keep up with the competition. but
to finish in the top seventh on board boards at the
conference meet in Charlottesvxlle. VA in late February.
Freshman Andy Johnson earned his first AlerCC

[C honors. finishing second on both the threeemeter and
the one—meter boards.

The State men finished fourth at the meet. as the
distance freerstylers came through. placing four swim~
mers in the top eight of the 1,650 meter free. and three

Q in the top eight ofthe 500~meter freestyle.
COX On the women's side. Marcia McKeel became NC

State's newest ACC Champion. winning the one—meter
diving competition.

State continued to show its dominance on the boards.
placing four divers in the top ten of the one—meter. and

E three in the top ten of the three—meter diving competi—
tion. in which McKee] finished second.

States 800 freestyle relay finished fourth.
1:: Freshman Brandi Stergion and senior Phil Hardin were

named as the team's MVP's for the season.
N

by -K/'m Gaffney-
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4—_ 1998 was a season marked for the Wolfpack
by one of the biggest upsets in ACC wrestling
history and the qualification of four wrestlers for
the NCAA Tournament.

ln midejanuary. the \Nolfpack. ACC
‘: Champions two years ago. upset the Tar Heels of

North Carolina. handing them their first headrto—
head defeat since February of 1993. The Pack won
five of the ten matches. just edging the Tar Heels,
18717.

Tommy Davis pinned opponent C.C.
Fisher in the 126 lbs. match. whileJames Kocher.
Kevin Boross. Jeff Green. and Billy Blunt each
won decisions.

l§

g

But the 1997—98 season wasn't all about
Wins. In latejanuaiy. Greg Bauer showed his

E teammatesjust what courage and commitment
were. In a match against an opponent fromjames
Madison University. Bauer injured his leg. During
a time out. he pleaded with coaches and trainers to ' - HARVEY
let him finish the match. They did. and it was his
last of the season. Bauer had broken his leg, so
severely that the alignment between his leg and his
ankle were thrown off. But Bauer finished the
match. his only explanation that it was hisjob.

At the Conference meet. held in Durham
in late March. four Wolfpack wrestlers advanced to
the finals. giving them berths into the NCAA meet.
James Kocher. Pierre Pryor, Kevin Boross. and
ACC Champion Billy Blunt represented the Pack
at the biggest wrestling meet of the season. and.
like Greg Bauer. continue to represent good things
to come for the \Nolfpack.

by Ryan Kellogg
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‘: NC State is pretty comfortable with uncharted territory.
case‘in—point. the Wolfpack is 1—0 in Regional Finals. NC State

é advanced to the Final Four for the first time in history, with a 60-52
win over the University of Connecticut. State struggled in the first
half. unable to get its inside game in motion.

DC In the first half. both teams collected just 14. points in the
paint, but UConn faced over 13 minutes of that half without Paige
Sauer. the 6—foot-5 sophomore who had played so well in the
Regional Semi—final for the Huskies.

State post players Chasity Melvin. Peace Shepard, and
M Summer Erb combined forjust 11 points. State also allowed the

Huskies the advantage on the boards. collectingjust 16 rebounds, to
the Huskies 23, and a mere three on the offensive end, picking up

X just one second-chance basket.
Concentrating on the fundamentals, State took control in

the second half. While Uconn. in its 13th year under the direction
(a of Geno Auriemma, pushed the lead to 10 points within the first

three minutes of the half, State worked the inside, and took a four
Q point leadjust five minutes later. .

The Wolfpack 3 14—0 run was sparked by SIX caused
turnovers on the Huskies end of the court, and eight points from

[D Melvin.
"They are bigger than any team that we faced," said

Auriemma of the Wolfpack's interior game. "And they took us away
from what we wanted to do inside."

Among those eight points. was Melvin's 2.000th of her
U career. The 6-foot—3 seniors' 18 point, 11 rebound performance

on Monday night put her in the elite company of being only the sec—
I: end Wolfpack player ever to score over 2,000 points and collect
4 1,000 rebounds in a career.

Summer Erb also came alive in the second half. scoring 12
points, including five free throws in the final 1:13 of the game,
helping put the Huskies away.

With 1:37 left in the game, State was up byjust four points.
lg but behind eight points from the charity stripe from Erb andjunior
é guard Kristen Gillespie, the Wolfpack earned their first ever trip to

what Summer Erb referred to as "the Huge Dance" .
LySchaleJones and Tynesha Lewis added 23 points. nine

Cl rebounds, and seven assists in the backcourt for NC State.
Sauer and Amy Duran each finished with 11 for the

'§ Huskies.
< Melvin. Erb, Lewis. and Sauer. along with Arizona's Lisa
% Griffith were named to the All—East Regional team, with Melvin tak-

ing home honors as the Regional' 5 Most Outstanding Player.

by —K/m Gaffney—
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Depth combined with talent is one of those luxuries that few
roaches enim. for the first time in his career as NC State gymnastics coach
Mark Stevenson heads into the HHS Gymnastics season lindtng himself in
that \i-ry position: Loaded to the gills with talented personnel. "As a team.
were going to have a tremendous amount of depth this year that we‘ve
nmer had belore." Stevenson said. "Anytime you have depth, you've
increased the value. or level. of. your squad. \Vhen we went to UNC last
year. “e lost three kids in our lineup within live days. \Ve took those three
out ol~ our lineup and we 10st because we had no depth."

Two of the incoming freshman Pack gymnasts, Amy Langendorl
and Sarah Dolan, were recruited out ol' ”Docksliders." a gymnastics club in
Baltimore. Ml). Langendorf excels at two events, the uneven bars and the
floor exercise. She perl'oi‘ms the very difficult Triple Full on floor. a skill
highly respected at the international level of gymnastics. Look for her to
make an impact sometime this season early on.

Dolan's strongest event is perhaps the balance beam, though her
vaulting skills should begin to reap dividends for the Pack, as well. Charles,
Langendorl. and Dolan are prototypical gymnasts. in that they don't spee
ciali/e solely on one event. These ".Jills of all trades" add a muchqieeded
redundancy to the Pack lineup. In the past, when a specialist on a certain
event would go down with an injury, another specialist would be called
upon to compete on an event that they weren't as strong on. By having a
lineup lull ol allearounders. an injury to a gymnast won‘t strike such a blow
to the team's total score. ”This year we've got the backups." Stevenson said.
"ll Ashley [Hutselll gets hurt, the backups not going to be quite as good,
but it's not going to be an 8.2. it's going to be a 9,5 instead ol‘a 9.7"

Guiding the Pack's wealth of fros‘h talent this year are senior c0—
captaiiis Stephanie “all and the aforementioned Hutsell. Wall absolutely
dominated on the balance beam last season, winning or tying for first place
on the event seven out of 10 times during the regular season. Hutsell is
back healthv this year after missing a great deal ol‘ last season due to a calf
iniiiry, The influx ol~ talent vvtll challenge the upperclassmen for playing

@VMNAQTHK time. but doiin expect State to field a squad full of. freshmen when the first
meet rolls around.

"The lreshmen are very. very good." Stevenson said. "Like all
freshmen, though. they're going to have to learn how to hit routines and
learn how to deal With the pressure. W'hen Georgia rolls in this year. we're
hoping to have 5. b. 7.000 people at the meet, they're the number one
team in the country. l‘or our team. those kids that have always been out
there. they‘re going to have to learn a little bit and they're going to have to
work really hard to stay in front of the freshmen. But the bottom line
comes down to the seniors and JUHHH‘S have experience. they know how to
hit routines. they've learned lirom the other seniors and Juniors that came
belon- them. and those guys are going to be responsible {or teaching the
freshmen how to do that. lhey lime to take those freshmen to the next
l(‘\‘('l.”

by James Cur/eL
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“8 MEN’S BASEBALL

Seniorjake Weber's decision to return for his senior year at NC
State paid off.

The 5—11 right fielder from Wappingers Falls. NY was the first of
the five Wolfpack players to be selected in the 1998 baseball draft. Seniors
Kurt Blackmon and Bubba Scarce andjuniors Brad Piercy and Rodney
Ormond joined Weber in the draft.

The Seattle Mariners snatched Weber. who was drafted in 1997 by
the Minnesota Twins in the 15th round. in the sixth round. Weber
returned to play for Coach Elliot Avent and the Pack Nine for one final
year and wound up re—writing the NCSU record books along the way.
Weber set ACC marks in consecutive games Started (248). career hits (366)
and career at—bats with 1.000. Weber batted .393 his senior year with 66
runs batted in and 15 stolen bases in 17 attempts. Weber also set several
school marks including an NCSU best 21 triples. 239 RBl's and 582 total
bases. among others.

Junior Brad Piercy was the next Wolfpack player to be taken in the
draft. The Montreal Expos selected the catcher from Shelby. NC in the
seventh round. Piercy was also selected in a previous draft. in the 62nd
round out of Crest High in 1995. Piercy capped his three—year career by
leading the ACC in homeruns this year with 19 to go along with 73 RBI's,
26 stolen bases, and a .389 batting average. One of the better athletes in
the ACC, Piercy is expected to remain a catcher in the Expos organization.

RAQFR/M His combination of left-handed hitting. speed. and power at the catcher
position made Piercy a very attractive commodity.

The Expos continued their interest in Wolfpack players by select-
ing Dobson. also ajunior. in the 12th round. Dobson was 2-1 in his final
year at NCSU with a 6.53 ERA in mainly a relief role. Dobson appeared
in 20 games. starting four times. The Minnesota Twins also selected

‘ Dobson in the 1995 draft in the 39th round out of high school.
The senior tandem of Blackmon and Scarce were the next and

final players taken from NC State in the draft. The Atlanta Braves picked
up Scarce in the 27th round. and the Philadelphia Phillies selected
Blackmon in the 30th. Both seniors were regulars in the Wolfpack's three—
man weekend starting rotation this year.

Scarce compiled a record of 8—3, despite a late—season bout with
tendinitis. The Braves' rookie-level team is located in Scarce's hometown
of Danville. VA. Scarce was selected in the 12th round by the Oakland
Athletics after a superb senior year in high school.

Blackmon. a 6—1 right hander from Rock Hill. SC. was NC State's
ace in 1998. posting an 11—5 record with a 4.27 ERA. Blackmon's 23 wins
during his career is good enough for seventh in the NC State annals. and
he also became only the ninth Pack hurler to notch double-digit wins in a

MFNpg season. Blackmon signed with the Wolfpack in 1994. despite being selected
in the 18th round by the San Diego Padres.

by —Techn/c/an Staff—
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/MINUS STUDY

Areview of theiplus/mm‘is grading system has been compIEted.

-i -, _,,. -, - ‘- StorybyTimCri'm.‘Au_" ‘. - ‘ .‘ ‘ _ . ‘ . . a... .‘I_fl-A_h ‘vp’n.;le.‘:‘
. . . - ‘42. fl‘3;‘1’

" hafibéemalled unfair, -, J , '3

"‘4‘"1 were com- “5/9." 5;"?”'9'"; ’1' .h.{,
“,4".

“ ents of that, ho 1r. Last year’s ~
ersity grading sy. ” which directl 1.";

. ’ ely’flianpgsifively”
7 udents‘ grades is super-

. u u . ‘in of the university will - to
present form, do away with it, or chan‘gwit‘ irpsomgyway;lto make it more acceptable to all con-
cerned. While it is nice, according to Abrams, to use a ‘pnore precise grading scale’ frorri
which students can easily gauge their knowledge of the subject concerned, the administration15
looking into “some thoughtful discussion with students and faculty this fall,” Abrams says.

‘5 ~» ’31 One possibilityis to keep the current grading system, with its optional pluses and
' 'minuses, Abrams said. Another is to completely drop all pluses and minuses and thus return to

the standard grading system. There are other proposals, however, and the most common seems
'- to be the idea of assigning pluses and minuses but not changing point values, thus giving stu-

dents an assessment of their work without actually causing GPA reduction.
However, Abrams is quick to state that there “may be other solutions,” and that there

must be, if possible, a decision that will satisfy everyone concerned. The choice of scale, he
says, is “fundamentally the responsibility of the faculty. .and the faculty should listen to the stu~
dents.” '
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NC STATE

NC State is in a strong position to compete in the global economy.
That was what NCSU Chancellor Larry Monteith told those gathered at the Forum on Reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act. held Monday. September 22. 1997 at the NC Museum of History. The forum consisted of panel discussions
that featured renowned educators from across the state.

The Higher Education Act funds the majority of federal financial assistance to college students. including Pell Grants.
College Work-Study. and Perkins Loans.

Monteith spoke on the forums final panel. which focused on higher educations. the economy. and the global market-
place. He used NCSU‘s growth as an exampls of what universities should do to develop as a research institution in order to
impact the global economy.

One of the issues he pressed was the partnership between industries and universities. “NC State University is an
excellent example ofjust how strong industry feels about these partnerships. Last year. approximately $30 million was
awarded to NC State from over 500 industrial partners. We are currently ranked eighth nationally in dollars from industry for
this kind of research alone." said Monteith.

Once industries and universities connect and research develops into results. Monteith stresses the “ownership of intel-
lecutal property." This is the only way to insure that the results will reach the global marketplace.

“And. it is working!“ Monteith continued. “NC State ranks number one among Southeastern universities in licensing
patents to companies in their own state."

Monteith claimed that another result from university/industry partnerships is hands—on experience for students.
"Today. the chances [for students] of being on a faculty. or of working in a basic research lab. like I did. are less like-

ly. In fact. chances are that today's students will go to work in a company where there is a high—tech component. Their
research experience will be a primary factor in their early success." said Monteith.

Panelist Sandra Babb. advisor on workforce preparedness for the governor‘s office. also spoke of what graduates need
to succeed in the global marketplace. Graduates must be prepared for the changing business world. according to Babb. Babb
stresses the ability for graduates to work in groups. “Work is more collaborative instead of hierarchical. Graduates must be
able to take the role of either team leader or team member." said Babb.

Both Babb and panelist Bob Ingam. the president and CEO of Glaxo-Wellcome. insist on the ability for employees to
not only keep up with. but improve the speed of changing technology. “We live in an innovation based economy." continues
Babb. "Someone once defined an expert as someone who can keep up."

“I need to speed the search. I want to shorten what takes 12 years and millions of dollars to produce new medicines."
Ingram said.

The panel members agreed that students need to be able to depend on themselves and adapt quickly in order to com—
pete in the global economy. Universities must combine with industry to develop patents in order to compete in this "innova-
tion-based“ economy.

“It is the place where technology transfer is a contact sport. again. where scientists. students. and professionals from
industry all work together to play out this incredibly important research game on a daily basis." Monteith concluded.

Story by Nicole Miller

REMAINS

COMPETITIVE
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t .tucasians. Asians. Hispanics receive half the number of scholarships awarded to Native

.-\lllt‘l'lc‘;tll\ and African Americans relative to their total enrollment. according to statistics gener-

ated h_\ \C State's financial aid office. In the last five years. two new programs were established

to give legislative grants and incentives to African Americans and Native Americans. according to

Julie Rice Mallette. director of financial aid.

Mallette said it is often up to the donor to decide whether a scholarship will target minori—

ties. "We do encourage donors to take any racial language out of it [award criteria]." she said.

Racial language in scholarship and financial aid applications are currently under review.

The University of North Carolina‘s President Molly Broad said the affirmative action policies of

all to UNC system universities must be examined. Broad said she wants to prevent lawsuits

against campuses. a News and Observer article said.

Despite judicial action taken against race-based preferences. UNC system officials said the

core of their system‘s affirmative action efforts -— race—based scholarships on all UNC campuses

to increase minority representation -- is secure because it is "part of a federal government decree

over desegregation." the News and Observer said.

However. some universities have re-evaluated thier minority initiatives. Appalachian State

University turned its African American scholarship into a multi-cultural scholarship and East

Carolina University Chancellor‘s Minority Student Leadership Program. which gives 15 African

American freshmen a 81.500 stipend and a year of leadership training. mentoring. and workshops.

was recently eradicated.
Even so. the UNC system has set up scholarships specifically for minorities. For example.

the Minority Presence Grant Program is designed to bring minorities to NCSU and is appropriated

through the state legislature. Mallette said that predominately

African American universities do the same for Caucasians. . 0

"These are recruitment tools to increase minorities.“ she said. AdmlnlStratorS

Mallette also said these grants would continue to be awarded.
despite the review. On the other hand. the Dean's Merit gueSS the fate

Scholarships that target a certain ethnic population will no

longer be awarded. she said. Of race-based

Yvette Thompson. assistant director of undergraduate .

admissions. said her department is following the directives of SChOlarShlpS

Broad. At this time. she said nothing has been determined on

how the review . t _. 1‘ i ..

A QUESTION OF MER T
Scholarships.
Thompson also r
said the Dean‘s Merit Scholarships are open to any student who is academically inclined. partici— - v -
pales in extracurricular activities and has good recommendations. .;

Aggressively recruiting women and minorities in science and math is an example of the .:

university‘s diversity efforts. However. Joanne Woodard. NCSU affinnative action coordinator. '
said the university places more emphasis on a diversity of ideologies rather than appearances.

A recent survey of about 100 NCSU students asked if affirmative action is the way for the .

university to have a competitive edge. “Yes." one student
said. “because it helps induce diversity." Another student Story by Danielle Stanfield

disagreed. "No. because that is reverse racism and col-
lege admissions should be based solely on criteria and characteristics of the person.“

The survey also revealed that 57 percent of minorities and 88 percent of Caucasian stu-
dents pollcd thought that race should not be a factor in admissions or scholarships. ,-

"l think that the scholarship programs do cater towards African Americans." she said. V
" l '1 .‘ > .. ‘- in. l: scholarships for them. That might be because of affirmative action or

_su“‘2‘..-‘.__,..

\“vl‘tku : : 2* ttttl\ ersity has benefited from affirmative action as a whole and minori- .
ties are assets it, . .. istl} and an integral part of NCSU‘s identity.
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A new NC State program will allow students to take courses without ever
having to step into the classroom.

The name of this lifesaver is “Project 25.” Offered over the intemet, it is
still an experiment at NC State but is hoped to be an added guide to the teaching
process here.

Twenty-five of the5 ,000 courses offered at State are now available on—

'- ‘ I ulty members on campus who have been looking for an
_ to teaching NCSU students.
‘ the program allows students to work at their own pace. “In

’7

‘ also a survey of t . _
ty’3 expectations ill be
done ” g”

‘l E
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The staff ofDH. 1 is excited to offer a wide variety of services and resources combining the latest
infomiation technologies with the best of traditional print collections and personal interactions.

Many improvements in the Libraries have resulted from the suggestions of NCSU students. For exam-
Ie. at the request of graduate students. last year the Libraries purchased fifty small book carts that are available

'or public use on each floor of the DH. Hill Library. Copiers were also placed on the stack floors for improved
convenience.

New to the Libraries this year are expanded self-serve copying services. such as a wide—fomiat copier
and a color copier. both available at Photocopy Services.
L- For newcomers to campus. the library system consists of the main DH. Hill Library and four branches.
hanks to funds from the recent tuition increase. all the libraries have increased building and staffing hours.

The DH. Hill Library now offers twenty—four hour service during the fall and spring semesters. Last year.
more than 16.000 students used the building during its late night hours. The NCSU Libraries are unique in hav-
ing not only reference and circulation staff on duty during the twenty—four hours. but unifomied security guards
as well.

The four branch libraries serve specific colleges and programs at the university and provide full access
to the NCSU Libraries Information System. They are the Design Library (Brooks Hall). Natural Resources
Library (Jordan Hall). Textiles Library (Textiles Building. Centennial Campus). and the Veterinary Medical
[Library (College of Veterinary Medicine). Affiliated with the Libraries are the African American Cultural
Center Reading Room at the Witherspoon Student Center and the Learning Resources Library in Poe Hall.

Beyond the holdings of more than 2.5 million volumes of printed materials. the NCSU Libraries is
acquiring electronic databases of greatest need to students and faculty and providing twenty—four access to them
through the NCSU Libraries Infomiation System. This system offers an online catalog that students can search
from domi or home computers with modems.

One of the most heavily used areas of the DH. Hill Library is the current periodicals and newspapers
section. Thanks to the senior class gift of the Class of 199]. the Periodicals Reading Room in the Erdahl-Cloyd
Wing is an inviting space with new carpeting. comfortable chairs. and attractive lighting and tables. This space
complements the gift of the Class of 1989. the large Reading Room to the right of the DH. Hill main entrance.
created to foster an atmosphere conducive to learning and study.

These and other changes you may have seen throughout the year are part of the Libraries‘ plan to locate
igh—use public services areas where they are most visible and convenient. Stop by the second floor of the East
ing to see progress on the newest service area of the Libraries: the Learning and Research Center for the

Digital Age. It will offer innovative services that help students and faculty take advantage of the potential of
digital technologies in their coursework and research. including professional assistance with Internet and multi-
nedia resources for instruction and a scanning and digitalizing facility.

The NCSU Libraries are here to help students attain a successful NCSU educational experience. Come
ry out the services and let them know how efforts can be improved to meet your information needs.

I .

s Collectlons

tory by Jinnie Y. Davis,
Assistant Director for Planning and Research at the NCSU Libraries
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Tunnel Flasher Strikes Again

Late ng t Exposure Occurs for the

Second Time in Seven Weeks

tory y 1 1p Reese

For the second time in seven
weeks. a report of a man publicly mastur-
bating in the Free Expression Tunnel has
lbeen taken by NC States Public Safety.

According to a Public Safety crime
lreport. a man allegedly exposed his geni-
talia to two female students as they
walked through the Free Expression
Tunnel in the fall semester. The alleged
incident comes on the heels of an August
31. 1997 report of a man masturbating in
the Free Expression Tunnel.

Crime prevention Officer Larry
Ellis said it has not yet been detemiined
whether the same suspect was involved in

both alleged incidents. But he said Public
Safety is carefully examining the possibil-

ity that the two events might be linked.
"Anytime we have two of the same

incidents. we look extra close,“ Ellis said.

The most recent incident reported—
ly took place at around 1 am. on a Friday
morning. At that time. two female stu—
dents walking through the Free Expression
Tunnel claim to have seen a man exposing

imself.
_ “They observed a white male sub-

' ‘ect standing in the skylight area of the

unnel shaking his penis." Public Safety

Officer K. Smith saidin a report. "[One
of the alleged victims] said the subject‘s
penis was not erected and the subject just
stood there shaking his penis and did not
run or move."

Both students left the tunnel
immediately and filed a report with Office
Smith, describing the suspect as a 5 foot
10 inch white male with short blondish—

brown hair.
Officer Smith canvassed the area

surrounding the tunnel. asking students if
they had seen anyone matching the
description of the suspect. He said a few
students reported seeing someone who fit
the suspect’s description walking into

DH. Hill Library.
Smith searched the library. but

could not located the suspect.
Ellis said Public Safety would beef

up its patrols of the Free Expression
Tunnel because of the two alleged inci-
dents.

"If it starts happening in the same
place. we‘ll be looking in the same place."

Ellis also said the suspect will

probably not be able to get away many
more times.

"The more they do it. the more
they increase their chances of getting
caught." he said.

Photo by Jamic Stevens
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gavt’s GYM

OR WAKE’S WASTE?

It is doubtful this is what Jimmy V had in

mind.
The shovels tore the dirt from the ground

and the cameras clicked. capturing the many

smiles and handshakes and exactly what was

happening.
It was July 21. 1997. over ten years after

its birth had been envisioned. and the

Entertainment and Sports Arena was being tnade

a reality -- sort of -— at its groundbreaking cere-

mony.
Dignitaries were on hand. including Gov.

James B. Hunt. Lt. Gov. Dennis Wicker. and

Carolina Hurricanes owner Peter Karmanos.

among many others. If you were someone. you

were there.
All of the special guests on hand spoke of

what a great day it was to be a North

Carolinian... of how special this day is to the

region... and how proud we all should be. But
what was notably absent was mention of why

they were even there. looking out over a large

muddy pit in the first place.

As the final cramped. sky-blue seat was

put into the Dean Smith Center in Chapel Hill in

1986. then—State basketball coach Jim Valvano
knew that the time was coming for the Wolfpack

to move out of steamy. cozy Reynolds Coliseum

and into something bigger. more modern.
What Valvano and then—Raleigh mayor

Avery Upchurch envisioned was a coliseum
located in downtown Raleigh. The new arena
would serve three very important purposes.

First. it would provide State with a new
basketball shrine. one that would top. or in the
very least. match. the Dean Dome.

Secondly. it would give Raleigh and the
'l’riangle a much needed conference center.

Finally. it would be the cornerstone of a
downtown rey itali/ation project.

The IUHtls ended and with them went
\';tl\.atto\ ioh at State. as \\ ell as his dream. As

' lutball piogram toiled frotn
-tl':tcs to the loyablc‘
1 mm. the Idea of a

tttm . ”1' slll..
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The Entertainment and Sports Aren

from a grass roots dream to an ove

regional sports Mecca. Here‘s ho

But as the hoops program turned

a corner towards better days. one thing

remained -- Reynolds.

"1 can remember my dad. an alum-

nus of NC State. saying many times before

he died. 'We need a new arena.” Wicker

said at the groundbreaking ceremony.

Reynolds had always had character

and tradition. But as seemingly every

school builds new. plush homes for its

athletics teams. those two traits can

only go so far. When your basketball

team is mediocre. to say the least.

another element must be added to

the mix.
That‘s where the NHL came

into play. It seemed like it was the

perfect fit for the former Hartford

Whalers to come to North Carolina. It's

pretty simple. really. They needed a home.
and State needed a roommate to help foot the

bill for an arena. that price tag had risen from

much less than $100 million to

around $160 million.
Pack supporters felt. and

still feel indifferently about the

partnership. Most realize that the

Carolina Hurricanes were essen-

tial to siphoning the money need—

ed from Wake County and the
state: but most realize that with

the addition of the Hurricanes
that State can‘t really call it “our"

arena.
Thankfully. with the "1‘11

scratch your back if you scratch

mine" attitude that usually goes
along with these things. the

Hurricanes decided to go with red as its pri-
mary color. completing the partnership.

All of the speakers on hand for
the groundbreaking echoed the same
words. “This will be the home of

NCAA Championships and Stanley
Cups."

Photos by Shon lsenhour







For one timeless piece of visual art
m campus, time has taken its toll.
Jocated in the Atrium food court near
).H. Hill Library. the Bromberg Mural

[as served as a conversation piece for

nore than 40 years.
The mural is the work of Manuel

Bromberg and his assistant Ligon Flynn.

['his lO—feet—by—40-feet mural is the first

vork of its type, employing polychrome.
)r multi-colored, plaster. Traced in its
ntricate patterns are symbols and dia-
grams representing the seven disciplines
epresented at NC State.

Time has changed this art-
vork in several obvious ways. First.
)ther “artists” have made their own addi-
ions since the mural's completion. In

Lorne ways, this graffiti has opened a his-
orical window on the lives of NCSU stu-

lents over the years.
Interestingly. though. these addi—

ions were not unforeseen. In a letter by
3romberg written many years later. he
lotes, “The graffiti, however. was antici-

)ated when it was designed. in 1953. as
)art of an ongoing happening."

Perhaps less noticeable to today's

:ommunity, the mural’s colors have
:hanged due to the passing of time. A
:oating of shellac added to the mural sev-

A CAMPUS

ICON IS

SET TO

GET A

eral years after its completion added to FACELIFT
the color change.

Bromberg’s
mural is a rich sym—
bol of many skills
and disciplines
shared by the mem-
bers of the NCSU
community.

Contained within
the designs are more
than fifty different
images —— everything
from geometrical
patterns to diagrams
of cells. By using
art to portray these

images. Bromberg
achieves a “unity of

art and science"
which represents a
unity of man’s intel-
lectual endeavors.

"l{AIL-YA}!.

“£91!«1‘L.{*Lfi‘VR'JJ06"11*!mans:Iaus"!Fm‘fl

Is Alive!

This plaster mural, created

In 1954, is undergoing

to bring alive

the original colors which

have for 40 years been

i dulled by a yellowing

g shellac.

E
5:: We welcome any and all1
if; comments and questions.
‘-mamas: -~ '~- r

a”!
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CIWL RIGHTS LEADE

DRAWS CROWD

AND

ADDED SECURITY
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High-profile lecturer

speaks out against

militia groups.

Morris Dees speaks

out at the

Witherspoon

Student Center,

which was surround-

ed by sheriff‘s

deputies for the

event.

Story by Francesca Carpenter

On March 23, 1997. no one was allowed to enter the Witherspoon Student
Center until they were searched and frisked. The high security was due to Morris
Dees, civil rights attorney and keynote speaker for Human Rights Week. Wake County
and NC State police heavily guarded this founder of the Southern Poverty Law Center.

Dees has launched an attack on the Ku Klux Klan and white hate groups across
the country.

As a result of the rise in racial violence, Dees launched a program in 1986
focusing on teaching tolerance. According to Dees, “Getting along is a problem in this
country and has been ever since this country was founded."

Dees spent a lot of time talking about the cause of the Oklahoma City bombing.
Even though the country was devastated at the sheer destruction, Dees believes that
“the reaction was what the people behind the bombing expected.” Dees went on to
explain that the bombers were expecting the bombing to be the start of a race war in
the United States.

According to Dees, Timothy McVeigh “felt he was a good soldier saving the
country from the terror within.”

The bombers obtained their knowledge and hate for the government from the
TLu'ner Diaries. The fictional book records the destruction and genocide of people of
color in the late 19905 from the account of a survivor of the race war. The author of
the book is the founder of the National Alliance, which is the largest white power
group in the country.

Dees explained that the culmination of some white supremacist’s hatred of the
American government began in 1992 after the battle
in Ruby Ridge, Idaho. The mother and son of
Randy Weaver were killed because they belonged to
the Christian Identity group.

“The Christian Identity believe Jews are children of the devil and Aryans are
God’s chosen people,” Dees said.

The membership to the racist group was not the cause of the FBI and ATP
investigation, but rather was Randy Weaver’s involvement in the selling of sawed-off
shotguns.

The murder of the Weavers caused other white supremacist to fight against
what they call the ZOG, Zionist Occupied Government. and the NWO. New World
Order. According to Dees, their purpose is to save “God’s chosen people."

Due to the rise in membership of hate groups, Dees enforced his already exist—
ing Klan Watch and Militia Task Force to tape conversations and meetings held by the
Militia Movement.

“These people have tremendous potential for violence." Dees said. “Our gov-
ernment is playing into the militia’s message.”

He believes that the United States tends to underestimate the influence that
these groups have. According to Dees. the recent bombings in Atlanta —- the gay night-
club bombing. the abortion clinic bombing. and the Olympic village bombing -- all
have one thing in common: they all go against the Christian ldentity‘s message.

“Real patriots line up at the ballot box." Dees said.
Even though militia groups have a passion to cause great harm. Dees believes

that the United States must “keep the door open to hear these people." The only way
the United States will be able to deal with hate groups is by listening to them and chal—
lenging what they have to say.

Dees closed by saying. “We have to trust our government because it separates
us from totalitarian regimes in the world."



JTUDENTS, WORKERS PR

The NC Public Service Workers Union (UE 150) decided to meet Molly

Broad Wednesday by protesting outside Reynolds Coliseum.

Chanting “unionize. don‘t privatize“ and “hey. hey. what do you say? UE 150

is here to stay." about 40 union members or sympathizers reminded the new president

of the UNC System about its concerns regarding downsizing and privatization.

“We came here to raise awareness about a number of issues," said Saladin

Muhammed. organizer of the UE 150 in North Carolina. “Workers are very con-

cerned and apprehensive about their future with privatization and downsizing.”

Muhammed went on to say that the union would like a moratorium placed on

privatization until each school in the NC system can come up with a five year plan on

the subject. He would also like to see Broad address eight action proposals that the

union has come up with.

Included in the action proposals is a call for Broad to respond to workers

grievances. end institutional racism, pay service workers a living wage and to meet

and confer with workers’ representatives.

Barbara Prear. president of the UE 150 and chair of the UNC housekeepers,

echoed similar sentiments to Muhammed. “We want Molly Broad to know some of

the grievances of the workers," said Prear. “We

want [the universities] to tell us where they are

going on privatization. They know what they are

going to do, but they won’t tell us. The workers

need to know if they are going to have a job.”

The union is also concerned about alleged

instances of apparent hate crimes and discrimina-

tion against union workers. “Workers have a right

to organize under the First Amendment." said

Muhammed. “Right now, we don’t have the right

to negotiate. but we are working on that.”

According to Muhammed. there have allegedly

been three separate instances since January, 1997

at schools in the NC system in which a noose has

been found at the working site of an African

American employee, including one at NC State in

February.

Howard Glenn. a former housekeeper in Wood Hall. said he was fired by the

university for inadequate work. He also said the university would not let him file a

grievance about his dismissal. despite the fact he collected over 30 letters of support

from students in Wood Hall. Glenn suspects he was fired for joining the union.

"I am out here to support the union and to try and get my job back in Wood

Hall." Glenn said.

Steve Bader. an organizer with the UE 150 said that the main goal of the

protest is to get Broad to listen to the union‘s worries. "The main thing is to recog-

nize the union and have a meet-and—confer relationship. We would like her to hear

workers‘ concerns on a monthly basis."

Photos by Jamie Stevens
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A proposal has been issued by Randy Lait. business manager of dining services. to create a program with will

allow students to use AllCampus cards off campus.

Following the example set by Duke. UNC-Chapel Hill. and Appalachian Slate University. the program would

allow students to use their AllCampus cards in most Hillsborough Street stores. Although the program is still in the early

stages of development. Lait estimates its activation to be early summer. 1997.

To obtain this service. students will receive an extra stripe on the back of their AllCampus card. Lait said. This

second stripe will be a teller or ATM stripe. which means that money represented on the card will be drawn directly from

the students‘ bank accounts.

By adding the extra stripe. the ATM and AllCampus cards are consolidated into one convenient card. Lait said.

This card can then be swiped at all participating stores. much like a debit card.

It has not yet been determined which Hillsborough Street businesses will accept the new consolidated cards. Lait

said. The idea of such cards is still in the planning stages. and will not be discussed thoroughly with Hillsborough Street

businesses until the card is approved by NC State‘s administra—

tion. Lait said the university has to go through area banks

because NCSU is not allowed to assume that degree of financial

responsibility for students.

This policy stems from a statement issued by the state

attorney general. which says. “universities are not permitted to

assume the role of a bank."

"We will never be able to have AllCampus cards where

money is put onto it through the university." Lait said.

Appalachian State. which works with BB&T to provide

students with off—campus services. has become the working model

for NCSU‘s off—campus services. Lait said. However. Lait wants

to see a broader system than ASU's at State. "We hope to work

with more than one bank to provide students with more options

when spending their money along Hillsborough Street." he said.

AllCampus cards could be used at businesses off campus next year.

Story by Erika Smart

TO EXPAND

All Campus Cards Expansion 295



HALF OF YOUR MEMOS

ARE A COMPLETE WASTE OF PAPER.

BUT CAN YOU TELL WHICH HALF?

' really must send a memo, use halt a page It saves payer And it saves money. A
‘ _ A message lrom North Carolina’ s leading paper recycler. Weyerhaeuser
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breakthroughs.
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Salutes the North Carolina State

University Class of ’98

TurbochargeYour Future.
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Climb the corporate ladder_ ll you
love construction, enjoy a nhniIr-ngo
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l 800 768 8780
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Compnnlrs

Roofing andSheet Metal contractors and Fabricators
Leading wrlli Qua/xiv, Value and Craftsmanship since 1953

Congratulations Class of 1998

Helping to build a better

Tomorrow in Agriculture

in Western North Carolina!

Milkco, Inc.

Asheville. NC.
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CONGRATULATIONS

LITESPEC Optical Fiber L.L.C.

76 ALEXANDER DRIVE,

PO. BOX 13667

RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK

NORTH CAROLINA 27709

PHONE: (919)541-8400

FAX: (919)541-8476

Shedrick E. Williams Jr.
Corporate Manager,
EEO/College Recruitment
Collins & Aikman Corporation
PO. Box 32665
Charlotte, NC 28232

Collins 8. Aikman Corporation is a
major supplier of textile and plastic
trim products, automotive
carpeting, acoustics and
convertible top systems to the
automotive industry‘ C 8. Al's
automotive interior trim on a
global basis. C 8. A is looking ahead
and facing the demanding
challenge of finding qualified
minorities and women on the
college campus where it recruits
Majors Recruited:
Manufacturing
Technology/Engineering, Textile
Chemistry, Textile Management,
Industrial Technology

> I—low to Apply:
'7 » ‘ Resume to above address.

B 'H‘l’()R'I‘UNI'liY ICNII’L()YF.R

RALFICH

Aamofl.
CRABTREE VALLEY

4500 Marriott Drive, Raleigh, North Carolina 27612 (919) 781-7000

CHOLASTIC

ADVERTISING, INC.

Yearbook Advertising Specialists

74m ('4 a 3W...

In the East

1 -800-964-0111

In the West

I -800-964-0116



llS‘IZUpiCVIis no way

to describe a hungry child. 7

Over 12 million children in America are suffering from hunger.

Hunger that's making it hard for them to concentrate, and even harder to learn.

an
Cotncrl

We can help them succeed. Simply by feeding them.

Call Second Harvest, America's food bank network,

at 1-800-532-FOOD.

Sllllllll

HHHVESI,
TOGETHER WE‘RE
HUNGER‘S HOPE

an.secondhawesl,o'q







fish. l allowed to say l worked too hard in school? If not, I’m gonna do it anyway.

As graduation looms closely ahead, I long to be a freshman again. A freshman who

stays up late and parties every night. Someone who talks on the phone about this and that

for hours on end. A freshman who cuts corners and studies at the last minute. Problem is,

l never did any of that. And now I want to.

Somewhere I developed this intense responsibility, and it hasn’t made my

life much fun. Weeknights are off limits to hanging out; after all I had class!

True, for one-half a semester I was carefree and actually took the time to hang

out. Then I looked at my “friends” and realized that none of them did anything

related to their major. They drank the night before tests and couldn’t understand

why they failed. They scoffed when I joined clubs related to my major. “What a

waste of time,” they said. So l did a freak thing and ditched them. They had no

direction and I didn’t like that. Their resumes could consist only of terms like

“hung out, partied and worked for a summer at TJ Maxx.” Definitely unimpres-

sive. After all, they didn’t have the sense to look ahead.

As a struggling sophomore, I couldn’t see the light at the end of the tunnel

anymore than they could. But I know it was there. Now I’m at the end of the tun-

nel, and the light just came out of nowhere, and I didn’t take the time to notice it.

I was much too dedicated to my major, which, by the way is communica-

tion. I blame this on my professors. They drilled into my head that if I didn’t work

hard and intern, then I wouldn’t get a job. So, intern I did. This extreme dedica-

tion resulted in me giving up any sense of a life. I worked 30 hours a week at

WRAL my senior year and interned for a brief time at Citysearch. My last sum-

mer of freedom was spent like this: class, Technician, News Services internship,

and working retail at this place I’ll now refer to as hell. Wow! That was some

summer! Natural light never got the chance to be exposed to my skin. I probably

suffered from fluorescent burn. The summer before that, let’s see -- I worked at

Technician and WKNC, the campus radio station. Add to this classes, extra pro-

jects and various clubs, and that equaled no life!

The thing is, I made fun of people who had spare time and who spent time

relaxing. The term lazy comes to mind. I couldn’t imagine having a day off.

What would I do with 24 hours off in a row? It’s unfathomable. Even having off

for six hours in a life is a luxury to me. I’ve crammed more into a day than some

people can cram into a week. If you don’t believe me, just ask to see my day cal-

endar. Seriously, I’ll show you.

Some people ask if it was worth it. Well, I got the first full-time job I

applied for. I’m not a peon; I run my own department at a magazine. Pretty

impressive for a 21-year-old. But that’s just my point -- I’m only 21! I’m sup-

posed to show up for work hung over and needing aspirin because I was out too

late. As if!
So, here I am. l have a resume to die for, but no life. Yet, I was a model

WORDS 0F WISDOM

by Dawn Wotapka
college student to my parents. They’re bursting at the seams with pride in their

accomplished daughter. Accomplished at the books, yes. Accomplished at close friend-

ships and hanging out? No. For a while, I forgot how to socialize!

When was I allowed to be a kid? The answer is, I chose not to be. I know no one

will ever tell anyone this, so I‘ll be the first. Enjoy life. Stop and smell the roses. I didn’t

v ' l'd give anything to be able to do it. Unfortunately, I’ve been thrust into the real world,

and l have to work at my job for a year before I’m allowed to stop and smell anything.
302 EpHoB,
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FIFTH CREEK PRESBYTERIAN. TWICE AS HARD. THE RUBBER BAND THEORY.

ng

by Glenn Shiring

l napped beneath a tree
in a graveyard

in the backyard *l
of a church in Statesville.

Ants crawled in and out

of my blue jeans, for I’d taken off my socks and shoes.

I travelled back and forth ‘

through the circuits of time. i

NOT MY WILL BUT THlNE BE DONE.

PURDY, JOSEPH L. 1911-1980.
When I awoke my right shoulder was asleep.

l dropped a plastic flower

at the foot of a stillborn baby

headstone, old and faded pink.

Robin Hood robbed from the rich
and Little John followed.

Sundance leapt onto the backs of moving trains,

not for the money 1

but for Butch. T:

The name MOORE faced me, ‘.
carved in marble;

the ohs were eyes.
i reached down to rub sap

from my left heel.

One block read STOCKES behind the tree
and l thought i would buy some

when | get home
Then I had to go.
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Mr. Frank T. Abott Jr
Mr. William H. Adams Sr
Mr. Wilson Adams
Mr. Larry Akles Jr
Mr. Ten'y W. Alford
Mr. Corbett U. Allen
Mr. James A. Allen
Mr. Robert L. Ammons
Mr. George C. Ashley
Mr. Seabom E. Bagley Jr
Mr. Cecil K. Burger
Mr. Ralph Craig Barnes
Mr. Billy Dale Batchelor
Mr. Eustace O. Beasley
Mr. Patrick F. Bednarz
Mr. T. Lyndon Bennett Sr
Mr. James F. Berry
Mr. Richard L. Berry
Mr. Clarence S. Black Jr
Mrs. Louise S. Blosser
Mr. James G. Bourne Sr
Mr. William H. Brake
Mr. Danny Files Brent
Mr. Dennis E. Brewer
Mr. Kevin T. Broderick
Mr. Dennis M. Brown
Mr. Cecil Alan Burleson
Mr. Ralph L. Burt Sr
Mr. Thomas B. Camper
Mr. Lemuel H. Cannon Jr
Mr. Stanley G. Carr
Mr. Eugene E. Carroll Jr
Mr. Mark P. Carroll Ill
Mr. Carl B. Cease Jr
Mr. Ronald A. Chambers
Mr. Bryan W. Chesson
Ms. Jody W. Clark
Mr. William Elbert Clark
Mr. Steve M. Coble
Mr. Chadwick B. Cole
Mr. Samuel J. Coley
Mr. Lucas J. Conrad
Mr. RH. Cooper
Mr. William B. Cooper
Estate of Gilbert H. Croll
Mr. Charlie D. Curlin
Mr. Cecil L. Curtis
Dr. Robert D. Dahle
Mr. Alton Ray Davis
Mr. J. Fred Davis Jr
Mr. Carl Wesley Dawson
Mr. Elbert H. Denning
Mr. Garry Lee Domburg
Mr. Donald Alan Dozier
Mr. Richard H. Duncan
Mr. Richard W. Dunn Sr
Mr. Ramian D. Durham
Mr. Edward P. Edgar
Mr. Charles T. Edgenon
Mr. Spencer S. Edmondson
Mr. Malcolm Grey Edwards
Mr. Ted A. Edwards
Mr. Sam L. Eisenberg
Miss Mary 0. Ellington
Mr. William 0. English
Mr. Jeff H. Enloe Jr
Mr. Jesse W. Ethn’dge
Mr. Mike D. Everett
Mr. James F. Farlow
Mr. David Warren Finch
Mr. Johnathan W. Flowers
Mr. John T. Freeman
Mr. Grady R. Fuller
Col. Clarence S. Gale
Mr. Joseph D. Gardner
Mr. Hart H. Gates

Mr. Christian F. Getsinger
Mr. John M. Gilkey
Mr. Horace D. Godfrey
Mr. Thomas S. Godwin
Mr. Murray L. Goodwin
Mr. Howard W. Gray Jr
Mr. James F. Greene
Mr. Jeffrey P. Grice
Mr. John Hardin Griffith
Mrs. Edith T. Grosch
The Rev. Wayne C. Gunter
Mr. David A. Guth
Mr. N. H. Gwyn Sr
Mr. George F. Hackney Sr
Mr. Ronald O. Hadlock
Mr. Calvert R. Hall
Mr. John W. Hamby Jr
Mr. James E. Hamilton
Mr. John A. Harding
Dr. Ben D. Harrington
Mr. Alton T. Harris
Mr. Arthur C. Hayes
Col. Thomas E. Haynes
Mr. Robert McCague Hays
Mr. James M. Heustess
Mr. Robert F. Hibbard
Mr. Earl D. Higdon Jr
Mr. James Ashby Hilker
Mr. Hoyle Durward Hill
Mr. Daniel A. Hilliard
Mr. Gabe Holmes Jr
Mr. James E. Hooker, Jr.
Mr. Elliott K. Hornbeck
Mr. Kenneth W. Home
Mr. Lawrence E. House
Mr. Joe N. Howard
Mr. Paul N. Howard Jr
Mr. Horace C. Hurst Jr
Dr. Charles L. Hutchins
Mr. Andrew R. Jackson
Mr. Josephus D. Jacobs
Mr. Samuel E. chfrics
Mr. Rochelle Johnson
Mr. P. Hines Jones
Mr. S. Grady Jones Jr
Mr. James F. Joyner Jr
Mr. Thurman F. Justice
Mr. Johnnie Ken Kemp
Mr. Frank R. Kennedy Jr
Dr. Sandra Lynn Kennan
Mr. Charles Snowden Watts King
Mr. James L. Kitchin
Mr. Walter Robert Lane
Mr. Joseph A. Leinster Sr
Mr. Marcus F. Lewis
Dr. Herbert A. Leybold
Rep. L. W. Locke
Mr. Frederic A. Love
Mr. Mack Lyman
Mr. Charles E. Lynch
Mr. Julian M. Lynch
Mr. Joseph J. Macca
Dr. Mary Devere Keller Maine
Mr. Thomas R. Marshall
Dr. James T. MassC}
Dr. Mary E. Malthe“ s
Mr. Sam D. Maunc} Jr
Mr. Billy E. Mthm ell
Mr. Theodore M. McDuffie Jr
Mr. William C. McGee Jr
Mr. Hugh W. McPhaul
Mr. Joseph G. Melton
Mr. Alan D. Metts
Mr. Mohamed M. Mohamed
Dr. Ora B. Morgan Jr
Mr. Thomas M. Morgan

Mr. Wilson W. Morgan
Mrs. Cynthia D. Morrison
Mr. Thomas 0. Mullins Jr
Mrs. Shari Kirk Newsome
Mr. James R. Noles
Mr. James T. O'Neal
Mr. Howard R. Oldham
Mr. James A. Orr Jr
Mr. J.C. Outlaw
Mr. Herbert J. Pace
Mr. Lennon M. Page
Mr. John G. Pappas
Mr. Paul E. Parker Jr
Mr. James L. Patrick
COL/Rel. John D. Peannan
Mr. Johnnie L. Pearson
Mr. Joseph M. Pearson Jr
Mr. Gordon E. Peehles Sr
Mr. James Darrell Pegram
Mr. Oscar G. Penegar
Mr. Larry L. Perry
Mr. Edward J. Phibbs Jr
Mr. Rory C. Phillips
Mr. Douglas 0. Pike
Mr. Robert E. Pomeranz
Mr. Henry H. Pope Jr
Mr. John Willard Porter
Mr. Carroll Lee Potter
Mr. Leon Max Powell
Mr. James M. Poyner Jr
Mr. Elbert C. Price
Mrs. Gladys Melvin Priest
Col. George W. Pulliam Jr
Mr. Edward R. Pulsifer
Mr. Sam G. Rand
Dr. C. Brice Ratchford
Mr. Lexie L. Ray
Lt. Col. Baxter B. Redmon
Mr. Howard E. Reeder
Ms. Joy Reel
Mr. John L. Reitzel Sr
Mr. Ernest M. Remmey
Dr. Dwight Carroll Rhyne
Mr. Therman L. Richie
Mr. Clark Riddle Jr
Mr. Robert Edward Ritch
Dr. Robert L. Rizek
Mr. Edward Rizoti Jr
Mr. Hoke S. Roberson Jr
Mr. David W. Rodwell Sr
Prof. Charles N. Rogers
Estate of Henry B. Rowe Jr
Maj. Edwin W. Ryder
Mr. William H. Sanderson
Mr. Kenneth M. Sangster
Dr. Frank A. Santopolo
Mr. James H. Sawyer Jr
Mr. Jay Keitt Sawyer
Ms. Maud K. Schaub
Mr. Otto M. Schuster
Mr Daniel B. Scoggin
Mr. Paul L. Scott
Mr. Samuel D. Scott Jr
Dr. Luther W. Self
Mr. Charles Selle Jr
Maj. Gen. Clarence B. Shimer
Mr. Stewart T. Shumate Jr
Mr. Joshua H. Slaughter Jr
Mr. Peter R. M. Slipp
Mr. James L. Smith
Mr. Russell Sorrell
Mr. Robert W. Southerland
Mr. Herman F. Spain
Mr. Edwin S. Spainhour Jr
Mr. Roger Lee Spruill
Mr. Tommie N. Stephens

Mr. Richard 8. Stevens
Mr. Joseph M. Stewart
Mr. David L. Strider Jr
Estate of Jack W. Stroupe
Mr. Hubbard L. Sullivan
Mr. Leon Bruce Sumner
Mr. Jasper U. Teague
Mr. Arthur K. Tilley
Mr. William L. Tripp
Mr. Richard C. Tucker
Mr. Robert W. Tucker
Mr. Joseph L. Tunnell
Mr. C. Braxton Turpin
Mr. Ted T. Tyren
Mr. George S. Tyson
Mr. Joe Upchurch
Mr. Robert Lee Walker
Mr. Francis H. Walsh Jr
Mr. Alva H. Ward Ill
Dr. Geoffrey S. Watson
Mr. Ovid G. Watson
Mr. Romulus 8. Watson
Mr. John M. Watts
Mr. Jack W. Webb
Mr. James M. Wells Jr
Mr. Stokes White Sr
Mr. John B. Whitley »
Mr. Charles B. Mggins
Mr. T. Harvey Wilkinson Jr
Rev. Atticus M. Williams Sr
Mr. Charles L. Williams Jr
Lt. Col. Wiley T. Williamson
Mr. Dwight D. Vthlie
Mr. C. Conley Wilson Ill
Mr. Franklin D. \deley
Mr. William J. anree
Mrs. Ida L. Winkler
Ms. Michelle W. Winter
Mr. Joe L. Womack Jr
Mr. Aaron Womble
Mr. Willis R. Woodcock Jr
Ms. Erika S. Woodlief
Dr. "Fa-Chung Wu
Mr. Robert A. Wyckoff Jr
Dr. Susan Kelly—Young ;
Mr. John E. Yvars s:‘
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ANGELA D’ANTONIO

FABRICE DAGUET

RICHARD DANCHI

JOHN DANEHOWER

TIA DAVIS

SAMANTHA DAWKINS

CHRISTINA DEARMAN

KELLEY DENNINGS

ANDI DESAUTELS

MARC DESHAIES

GRACE DILL

ANGELA DILLINGHAM

SARA DIRAZ

STEPHANIE DOBBINS

SARA DRAPER

ERIN DUFF

CHRISTIE DUNN

FHUHUONG DUONG

AMY DUSENBURY

CAROLINE DYER

VIICHAEL EAGAN

ANGELA EDDINS

VALDERINE EDGECOMBE

FRANKLIN EDWARDS

IAMISON EDWARDS

ROBERT EDWARDS

HOWARD ELLIS

EDWARD ELROD
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KEVIN FARNHAM

JAIME FARROW

AUTUMN FERGUSON

JESSICA FLYTHE

BRENT FOGLEMAN

KEVIN FARNHAM

JAIME FARROW

AUTUMN FERGUSON

JESSICA FLYTHE

BRENT FOGLEMAN

RICHARD FRIZZELL

MICHAEL FROST
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CHANCE

Congratulations, Class of 1998!

Your study, research and hard work have earned you a North

Carolina State University degree. Now, it’s time to begin your

careers as scientists, teachers, administrators, engineers, and pro-

fessionals in the many fields of study available at NC State.

In the years leading to 3 NC State degree, the members of the

Class of 1998 distinguished themselves with numerous remarkable

achievements. Included in your class are Caldwell Scholars, a Park

Scholar, University Scholars, University Fellows, Teaching Fellows,

Phi Beta Kapps, Phi Kappa Phis, and All-American Student

Athletes. For many of you, the knowledge gained during your years

at NC State has benefited the community. You have mentored fel-

low students, enriched us with contributions to the arts, given us

proud moments on fields of athletic competition, and strengthened

this institution with your leadership.

NC State is proud to have enrolled so many distinguished students

who have conducted meaningful research, published scholarly arti-

cles, and studied abroad to prepare for the challenges of the global

marketplace.

This year brings to a close my tenure as Chancellor of NC State. In

this, my final message as Chancellor to a graduating class, I

encourage you to be open to all of the possibilities that life offers.

The NC State community and | wish each of you a fulfilling and

prosperous future.

Sincerely,

Larry K. Monteith
Chancellor
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lLOR LARRY K. MONTEITH

A Time of Achievement

1960 Graduated from NCSU in Electrical Engineering

1962 MS. in Electrical Engineering (Duke University)

1965 Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering (Duke University)

Adjunct Asst. Professor of Electrical Engineering

1968 Assoc. Professor of Electrical Engineering

1970

1972 Professor of Electrical Engineering

1974 Head of Electrical Engineering Department

1978 Dean of College of Engineering

1980

1984 Distinguished Engineering Alumnus

1989 Named Interim Chancellor

1990 Named Chancellor of NCSU

Engineer of the Year

1991 Paul Harris Fellow

1998 Retired as Chancellor of NCSU
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So. what exactly is an editor‘s note? And
does anyone really read it? Traditionally. an editor‘s note

has included praises and criticisms. positive and negative thoughts,

hopes and dreams. and even some complaints. Well. this year. I wanted to be a
little different. It goes without saying who I owe thanks to for getting through this year

— and I hesitate in naming names. because ifI forget someone. and I surely will. then I will be

in horrific troublell Furthermore. it would be unprofessional to use this avenue to criticize or lash out
against anyone. for this book will become part of the history or North Carolina State University.

Two years ago when we began the process of rebuilding the yearbook. sales were down and awareness of
the book around campus was extremely low. During the past two years. the Agromeck staff has set new standards

for the design and content of the book. not to mention the structure of the staff and overall campus awareness. Sure.
there have been plenty of mistakes and lots of learning curves to overcome. And. certainly. there is a lot more to
develop. However. the growth that Agromeck has experienced in the last two years has been tremendous and every—

day it continues. I hope that I had at least a small part in all of this — and in inspiring the staffs of the future to
carry on that “vision.”

Throughout the edition this edition of Agromeck we strove to not only remind you of the events and
accomplishments of the university and your peers. but also to encourage you to consider some of the issues

that we face everyday — not just in our university community. but also in our world community. We
sincerely hope that you enjoy this book and continue to support Agromeck in the future.

Jennifer C. Cesare
Editor—in-Chief
Agromeck 1998
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